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ABSTRACT 

Simulation models are widely used for studying and predicting dynamic behaviors of 

complex systems. Inaccurate simulation results are often inevitable due to imperfect model and 

inaccurate inputs. With the advances of sensor technology, it is possible to collect large amount 

of real time observation data from real systems during simulations. This gives rise to a new para-

digm of Dynamic Data Driven Simulation (DDDS) where a simulation system dynamically as-

similates real time observation data into a running model to improve simulation results. Data as-

similation for DDDS is a challenging task because sophisticated simulation models often have: 

1) nonlinear non-Gaussian behavior 2) non-analytical expressions of involved probability density 

functions 3) high dimensional state space 4) high computation cost. Due to these properties, most 

existing data assimilation methods fail to effectively support data assimilation for DDDS in one 

way or another. 



This work develops algorithms and software to perform data assimilation for dynamic da-

ta driven simulation through non-parametric statistic inference based on sequential Monte Carlo 

(SMC) methods (also called particle filters). A bootstrap particle filter based data assimilation 

framework is firstly developed, where the proposal distribution is constructed from simulation 

models and statistical cores of noises. The bootstrap particle filter-based framework is relatively 

easy to implement. However, it is ineffective when the uncertainty of simulation models is much 

larger than the observation model (i.e. peaked likelihood) or when rare events happen. To im-

prove the effectiveness of data assimilation, a new data assimilation framework, named as the 

SenSim framework, is then proposed, which has a more advanced proposal distribution that uses 

knowledge from both simulation models and sensor readings. Both the bootstrap particle filter-

based framework and the SenSim framework are applied and evaluated in two case studies: wild-

fire spread simulation, and lane-based traffic simulation. Experimental results demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed data assimilation methods. A software package is also created to 

encapsulate the different components of SMC methods for supporting data assimilation of gen-

eral simulation models. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Simulation models are widely constructed and used to predict behavior of real systems. Howev-

er, due to computational abstractions, flawed model inputs, discretization of involved continuous 

variables, or data alignment and feedback delay among coupled simulation models, errors are 

inevitable. When systems are complex, the errors may increase in a non-linear way, and largely 

limit the prediction ability of simulation models.  

With advances of sensor and sensor network technologies, real time observation data 

from real systems are often available when executing simulation models and they may help im-

prove prediction results; to utilize information from observations, various data assimilation tech-

niques have been developed and employed to reduce simulation errors. Data assimilation is gen-

erally comprehended as the procedure combining observation data with models to produce im-

proved estimates of interested variables (Bouttier and Courtier 1999, Reichle 2008). It is also a 

critical aspect of the Dynamic Data Driven Applications Systems (DDDAS) paradigm as advo-

cated in (Darema 2004). More specifically, from the view of probability theory, it is the process 

for calculating posterior probability distributions of variables in interest, given prior distributions 

from simulation models and data from sensor observations, that is, a Bayesian inference proce-

dure; for example, the process described in (van Leeuwen and Evensen 1996).  

Under the dynamic state-model assumptions, the posterior distributions can be derived in 

an iterative manner following Bayesian theorem as shown in (Doucet and Johansen 2011). How-

ever, when a system is sufficiently complex, the representation and integral calculation of in-

volved probability distributions are problematic in practice. To avoid these problems, some pop-

ular methods assume systems are with linear functions of system transition and measurement, 

and Gaussian random components. Posterior distributions can then be calculated in very efficient 
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ways, for example, the procedure of the Kalman filter (KF) (Kalman 1960). When the linearity 

assumption is violated, various linearization techniques have been proposed, and resulted in 

many KF variants. Examples are extended Kalman filter, uncented Kalman filter (Julier and 

Uhlmann 2004), and ensemble Kalman filter (Evensen 1994). Another approach is to only derive 

a maximum a posteriori estimation (MAP) instead of calculating a full posterior probability den-

sity function (pdf). This class of methods is known as variational assimilation, and they construct 

cost functions from models and observations and find MAPs by solving the corresponding opti-

mization problems. Widely used variational methods include 3D-VAR, 4D-VAR (Talagrand and 

Courtier 1987), and Physical-space Statistical Analysis System (PSAS) (Cohn, da Silva et al. 

1998). 

Complex simulation models usually have strong non-Gaussianity and non-linearity be-

havior. For these models, the above methods then fail to find accurate full posterior distributions. 

Monte Carlo (MC) methods are often used to approach the distributions. The first class of MC 

methods is Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (e.g., Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 

(Metropolis, Rosenbluth et al. 1953) and Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman 1984)). Although 

they are widely used for approaching high dimensional probability distributions, their efficiency 

is a problem when applied to complex models as discussed in (Fearnhead 2008). Specifically, in 

a data assimilation application, their computational complexity increases with the total amount of 

observation data received that is generally unacceptable since it continuously increases with 

time. In contrast, the complexity of the second type of MC methods, sequential Monte Carlo 

(SMC) methods (the basic algorithm and various improvements can be found in (Cappe, Godsill 

et al. 2007) and (Doucet and Johansen 2011)), depends only on the number of employed parti-
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cles. SMC methods then offer more flexible and practical solutions for non-linear or non-

Gaussian data assimilation. 

A typical SMC method requires analytical forms of system transition distributions and 

proposal distributions for the sampling and weight updating steps. However, they are not always 

available, especially in the context of complex system modeling. For example, in agent based 

simulation, it is common that only the behavior of each agent is defined and it is difficult (if pos-

sible) to derive the overall system dynamic equations, thus making it almost impossible to find 

the analytical expression of the overall system transition distribution. The absence of those ana-

lytical forms then challenges the application of SMC data assimilation. A frequently used solu-

tion is to set the proposal distribution the same as the system transition distribution, as in the 

bootstrap filter (Gordon, Salmond et al. 1993) and the condensation filter (Isard and Blake 1998). 

The sampling step is then only driven by simulation models, and the weight updating step does 

not require density values from transition and proposal distributions. Although this solution can 

straightforwardly perform SMC data assimilation on non-analytical simulation models, it signifi-

cantly limits the effectiveness of SMC methods because the generated samples have no 

knowledge from the most recent observations. In turn, when the uncertainty in simulation models 

is much larger than the observation model (i.e. peaked likelihood), or when rare events happen, 

this method usually achieves poor results. 

This dissertation proposes SMC-based data assimilation frameworks for non-analytical 

complex simulation models. It first presents the methods of constructing transition distributions 

from simulations, and analytical observation distributions from sensor readings. They then form 

a bootstrap filter based data assimilation framework. To solve the problem of the bootstrap 

framework with peaked likelihood or rare events, a more effective data assimilation framework 
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is proposed, consisting of two new components: an effective proposal distribution that uses 

knowledge from simulation models and sensor readings, and a method that updates importance 

weights using the kernel method. This work also introduces how the sensor reading correlation is 

modeled and utilized, and how two flexible software packages are designed and implemented for 

SMC data assimilation. 

This dissertation is organized as follows: section 2 summaries related work; section 3 re-

views the statistic inference background of sequential Monte Carlo methods; in section 4, the 

bootstrap filter based data assimilation framework is introduced; methods for constructing transi-

tion distributions and observation distributions are discussed; case studies are carried out on 

wildfire spread simulation; in section 5, “sensor monitored spatial-temporal systems” are de-

fined, and the SenSim data assimilation framework is proposed with SenSim proposal and kernel 

weight updating methods; experiments on wildfire spread data assimilation and lane-based traffic 

data assimilation are performed by both the SenSim framework and the bootstrap filter frame-

work, and results are displayed and compared. Section 6 displays how the sensor reading correla-

tion is modeled and integrated into the developed frameworks; section 7 discusses the design and 

implementation of the software packages of SMC data assimilation; section 8 draws the conclu-

sions, and points out future research directions. 
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 Dynamic Data Driven Simulation 

Dynamic Data Driven Applications Systems (DDDAS) paradigm is established in 

(Darema 2004). “In DDDAS, instrumentation data and executing application models of these 

systems become a dynamic feedback control loop, whereby measurement data are dynamically 

incorporated into an executing model of the system in order to improve the accuracy of the mod-

el (or simulation), or to speed-up the simulation, and in reverse the executing application model 

controls the instrumentation process to guide the measurement process.” The first aspect of 

DDDAS defines Dynamic Data Driven Simulation (DDDS) where a simulation system dynami-

cally assimilates real time observation data into a running model to improve simulation results. 

This manuscript focuses on developing algorithms to support DDDS. 

2.2 Data Assimilation 

When analytical forms of models are available, various of data assimilation methods can 

be found in literature as summarized in (Bouttier and Courtier 1999) and (Reichle 2008). Recent 

developments and applications are also reported in many domains: (Mandel, Beezley et al. 2009) 

used enhanced versions of the ensemble Kalman filter to estimate fire states; (Reichle, Kumar et 

al. 2010) investigated the potential of assimilating satellite retrievals of land surface temperature 

for the Catchment land surface model and the Noah land surface model; (Buehner, Houtekamer 

et al. 2009) compared variational methods with the ensemble Kalman filter in the context of 

global deterministic numerical weather prediction when assimilating meteorological observa-

tions; (Lopez 2011) assimilated National Centers for Environmental Prediction state IV precipi-

tation data in European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts; (Sakov, Counillon et al. 
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2012) presented the latest progresses of the coupled ocean-sea ice data assimilation system for 

the North Atlantic Ocean and Arctic.  

2.3 SMC Methods 

In strongly non-linear non-Gaussian scenarios, SMC methods are often employed. For 

example, to improve short term hydrologic forecasting, (Noh, Tachikawa et al. 2011) applied 

sequential Monte Carlo methods on a process-based distributed hydrologic model; (González, 

Blanco et al. 2009) applied SMC methods to improve robot localization by assimilating Ultra-

Wide-Band range measurements; (Wang, Yang et al. 2009) used an extended SMC method to 

track objects in video sequence where HSV color histogram based observation is constructed 

from the current image frame; (Ahmed, Rutten et al. 2010) employed SMC methods to estimate 

positions of moving targets by sensor measured signals from a wireless network. 

Less research has been conducted on applying SMC methods to systems with only non-

analytical simulation models, and a common working method is to set the proposal distribution 

the same as the transition distribution that dates back to early versions of SMC methods. For ex-

ample, in the bootstrap filter (Gordon, Salmond et al. 1993), samples of involved random com-

ponents are firstly drawn, then passed through system transition black-boxes, and samples of sys-

tem states are obtained. A similar method, called “factored sampling”, is used in the condensa-

tion filter (Isard and Blake 1998). As widely recognized, this choice largely lower the ability of a 

SMC method since it excludes the knowledge of the most recent observations in the sampling 

step.  

To utilize recent observation data in the SMC sampling step, proposal distributions need to 

be carefully designed. For specific applications, many design techniques are proposed. For ex-

ample, (Kyriakides, Morrell et al. 2008) used motion constraints to build proposals for the multi-
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ple target tracking problem; in video tracking, (Kyriakides, Morrell et al. 2008) developed an 

algorithm to find appropriate variances in proposal distributions, and (Lao, Zhu et al. 2009) in-

corporated  video measurement confidence to tune proposals; (Zhai, Yeary et al. 2009) employed 

multiple transition models and state partition to help construct proposals; (Saha and Gustafsson 

2012) utilized noise dependency to derive the optimal proposal for signal processing applica-

tions. Also, efficient SMC methods can be constructed when reasonably including recent obser-

vations into proposal distribution even when the model is extremely complex; examples can be 

found in (van Leeuwen 2010). 

Two generic SMC proposal design methods have been proposed: the extended Kalman fil-

ter proposal (De Freitas, Niranjan et al. 2000) and the unscented Kalman filter proposal (Merwe, 

Doucet et al. 2000). For each SMC particle, an extended or unscented Kalman filter is main-

tained, and in each sampling step of a SMC method, the Kalman filter is first updated, then pro-

ducing samples for the SMC sampling step. Those samples are then driven both by observations 

and model outputs, and then much closer to the optimal proposal distribution than those of a sys-

tem transition distribution. However, as Kalman filter based methods, they are limited by the as-

sumption of Gaussian system states; when the optimal proposal distribution is far away from a 

Gaussian distribution (it is especially likely to happen in the context of complex systems), their 

approximations then potentially have large errors. Also, the Jacobians of an extended Kalman 

filter is difficult to be obtained when analytical system transition functions are unknown; mean-

while, the computation load of an unscented Kalman filter is proportional to the dimension of 

system states, it is then also not practical for complex systems that often have very high dimen-

sions. 
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2.4 Sensor Reading Correlation 

When sensors are unevenly deployed, their records may be highly spatially correlated. 

Research work has been performed to model the correlation and use it to improve many aspects 

of wireless sensor network. (Vuran, Akan et al. 2004) modeled the physical phenomenon of sen-

sor observation as a multivariate Gaussian variable with an independent Gaussian noise on each 

sensor.  (Berger, Oliveira et al. 2001) summarized the four families of correlation models from 

which correlation can be estimated from spatial distance. (Vuran and Akyildiz 2006) developed a 

correlation based MAC protocol to reduce collisions and energy consumption. Methods for effi-

ciently selecting active sensors based on sensor correlation can be found in (Zoghi and Kahaei 

2009) and (Shah and Bozyigit 2007). Similarly, by correlation knowledge, (SunHee and Shahabi 

2005) and (Yingqi and Lee 2006) respectively proposed algorithms for in-network aggregation 

and link quality estimation.  

2.5 DEVS-FIRE and Its Data Assimilation 

In this manuscript, much research work has been carried out on DEVS-FIRE data assimi-

lation. DEVS-FIRE is a wildfire spread and containment integrated simulation model (Ntaimo, 

Hu et al. 2008, Hu, Sun et al. 2012). The fire spread model of DEVS-FIRE is a discrete event 

simulation model based on DEVS (Zeigler, Kim et al. 2000). It simulates a fire as a two dimen-

sional cellular automata, where each cell defines its fire behavior along with the interactions with 

other cells. The overall behavior of all the grids then represents the spreading behavior of a fire. 

However, the analytical expression of the system dynamics cannot to be derived. Given a current 

fire state, DEVS-FIRE can be used as a black-box to tell a fire state at a later time point: 

                               ,   
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where       and          are the fire states at time   and     ,    is the vector of other model 

inputs.  

Most of the DEVS-FIRE data assimilation work of this dissertation has already been pub-

lished: a SMC data assimilation method for a wildfire prediction model using the bootstrap filter 

was presented in (Xue, Gu et al. 2012); a specific instance of the SenSim proposal distribution 

was shown in (Xue and Hu 2013); applications of the sensor reading observation model and its 

sensor correlation estimation method can be found in (Xue and Hu 2012). 

2.6 Traffic Simulators and Their Data Assimilation 

Much research work has been performed on traffic system modeling, and various simula-

tors can be found in literature. They can be roughly classified into two categories:  macro-level 

simulators and micro-level simulators.  Marco-level simulators model traffic systems as continua 

of vehicles. For example, (Payne 1971, Cremer 1979, Byrne, United et al. 1982, Wunderlich 

1995, Treiber and Kesting 2010). They focus on higher level system states, such as spatial densi-

ties and average velocities. Also, analytical system dynamics are usually available.  

On the other hand, micro-level simulators model behavior of individual vehicles. For ex-

ample, the simulators in (Fellendorf and Vortisch 2001, Park and Schneeberger 2003, Gomes, 

May et al. 2004, Hunter, Fujimoto et al. 2006). Using them, detailed vehicle behavior can be 

simulated, such as lane-changing, accident avoidance, drivers’ erroneous judgments and reaction 

time. Interactions of individual vehicles also create overall behavior of the system, but the ana-

lytical expressions of system behavior are hard to be constructed. 

Most of existing traffic system data assimilation researches uses macro-level simulators, 

and aims at estimating high level system states. With analytical traffic flow models and Gaussian 

assumption on random components, Kalman Filter based methods are widely employed. For ex-
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ample, the extended Kalman Filter in (Wang and Papageorgiou 2005, Tampère and Immers 2007, 

Wang, Papageorgiou et al. 2007, Schreiter, Van Hinsbergen et al. 2010), the unscented Kalman 

Filter in (Mihaylova, Boel et al. 2006), and the ensemble Kalman Filter in (Work, Tossavainen et 

al. 2008). 

Due to high complexity of vehicle behavior models, much less work has been reported on 

using micro-level simulators to estimate micro-level behaviors by data assimilation. The pro-

posed SMC frameworks are designed to perform data assimilation for complex simulation mod-

els, and a micro-level traffic simulator, MovSim (Treiber, Hennecke et al. 2000, Kesting, Treiber 

et al. 2010, Treiber and Kesting 2010), is then selected as the second case study to test the data 

assimilation ability.  
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3 SEQUENTIAL MONTE CARLO STATISTICAL INFERENCE 

Assimilating observation data into a simulation model can be considered as a Bayesian inference 

process under the assumptions of the dynamic state-space model.  Sequential Monte Carlo 

(SMC) methods employ a collection of system state samples to approach the system state poste-

rior distributions conditional on all received observation data, by iteratively evolving samples for 

one time step and updating their importance weights. Compared with other methods, such as 

Kalman filter (KF) based ones, SMC methods have no assumption on system transition func-

tions, observation functions, or the probability distributions of involved random components, so 

they usually achieve better results when applied to strong non-linear or non-Gaussian systems. 

The mathematic foundation of SMC methods is summarized that lays a ground for the proposed 

data assimilation frameworks. 

3.1 Dynamic State-Space Model 

The dynamic state-space model expresses the relationship of system states and their obser-

vations.  Firstly, system states are modeled as a time sequence          , and a system state 

transition function defines how a system state evolve with time as shown in equation (1): 

               ,  (1) 

where   is a system state transition function (also referred as system transition function or transi-

tion function),      and    are system states at time point     and  , and    is the vector of oth-

er inputs that may include random variables (e.g., noises). With the statistic kernel of     , 

en     , the next state    then becomes a random variable and can be described by a probability 

distribution (usually referred as system state transition distribution or transition distribution): 

            .  (2) 
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The state transition is then a first order Markov process, that is, state    depends only 

on     , and independent with other states given     . 

For each system state at a time point, there exists a corresponding observation, and all ob-

servations form another time sequence          . System states are “hidden”, that is, they 

cannot be directly observed, and can only be accessed from observation data through an observa-

tion function: 

               (3) 

where   is an observation function,     is a system state at time point  ,     is the vector of other 

inputs that may include random variables, and    is the observation of    . Similarly, with the 

statistic kernel of    ,    can be described as a probability distribution conditionally on   (usual-

ly referred as observation distribution): 

         .  (4) 

Given   ,    is then independent from other measurements and states.  

Because of the obstacles in Bayesian inference discussed in the next section, most existing 

algorithms assume  ,   are linear or can be linearized, and   ,    and    are Gaussian distributed. 

When they are strongly non-linear or non-Gaussian, SMC methods are usually employed.    

3.2 Bayesian Inference on System States 

Deriving system state posterior distributions (i.e.             , where                    

and                  ) given all observations is the ultimate goal of data assimilation 

since they contain full statistic information of system states. Nonetheless, many applications may 

be only interested in a marginal distribution of the full posterior distribution, such as            

and (           , where         .    
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If analytical expressions of the system state transition distribution and system state obser-

vation distribution are available, from an initial state distribution, following Bayesian rules, the 

recursive equations to calculate the posterior distribution are: 

              
                      

            
,  (5) 

                                          ,  (6) 

              ∫                            ,  (7) 

where                  is the posterior state distribution at    ,          is the observation 

distribution,             is the system state transition distribution. Although, in certain cases, 

             can be analytically calculated from those equations, it is usually intractable for the 

when the targeted systems are complex. Monte Carlo based methods are then employed to simu-

late this posterior distribution by a set of independent random samples.  

Two classes of Monte Carlo methods exist for estimating              : Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo methods (MCMC) and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods. The computational 

complexity of MCMC methods increases with  ; on the other hand, the one of SMC methods de-

pends only on the number of employed particles. As a result, SMC methods are more practical in 

applications where large amount of observation data arrive on-line. It should be noted that, with 

finite number of particles, as pointed out in (Doucet and Johansen 2011), SMC methods fail to 

approach              when   is sufficiently large. However, SMC methods are still capable of 

estimating its marginal distributions               , where   is a constant number. In many ap-

plications,             is the distribution of interest, SMC methods are then preferred.  
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3.3 Deriving System State Posterior Distributions through SMC Methods 

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods are closely related to Monte Carlo methods and 

Importance Sampling (IS), and are usually identified as procedures of sequential Importance 

Sampling (SIS) with a resampling step after certain weight updating steps.  

Although the SIS algorithm and resampling steps of importance sampling can be found in 

early literature (e.g. (Rubin 1988)), before (Gordon, Salmond et al. 1993) put them together, the 

SIS algorithm suffered from the sample degeneracy problem, and was then not useful in practice. 

Variants of SMC methods have been proposed from several research fields, including: the boot-

strap filter (Gordon, Salmond et al. 1993) in signal processing, the condensation filter (Isard and 

Blake 1998, MacCormick and Blake 2000) in computer vision,   the interacting particle system 

(Moral 1997, Crisan, Moral et al. 1999) and the Monte Carlo filter (Kitagawa 1996) in statistics. 

SIS with resampling steps approaches the posterior distribution based on Monte Carlo methods 

and Importance Sampling. 

3.3.1 Monte Carlo Methods 

Monte Carlo methods approximate a probability density function by a set of independent 

samples              (also referred as “particles” or “realizations”): 

      
 

 
∑           

   ,  (8) 

where   is the Dirac-delta function, and N is the number of samples. A asymptotically unbiased 

estimation of a function of  ,     , is then: 

         
 

 
∑         

   .  (9) 
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3.3.2 Importance Sampling 

When it is hard to draw samples from     , Importance Sampling (IS) is an alternative. 

There exists a probability density function      (often referred as importance distribution, in-

strumental distribution or proposal distribution) that for any   if       ,       . The ex-

pectation of      over      is then the same as the expectation of 
        

    
 over     . As a result, 

a Monte Carlo estimation of      from samples of      is then: 

                  (
        

    
)  

 

 
∑

 (    )

 (    )
        

      (10) 

It can be considered as      is approximated by weighted samples: 

          ∑           
    ,   (11) 

      
 

 

    

    
 .   (12) 

     is usually referred as normalized importance weight function, and can be approximat-

ed by samples of      as: 

      
     

∑   (    ) 
   

  ,  (13) 

            ,  (14)  

where       is the unnormalized importance weight function.      (    ) is then estimated as 

             ∑
        

∑          
   

                 
   ,  (15) 

where 
        

∑          
   

 is termed the normalized importance weight. 
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3.3.3 Sequential Importance Sampling 

To derive the weighted samples approximating             , IS can be sequentially ap-

plied. The resulting algorithm is called Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS).  

In each iteration, for example the iteration at time  , it chooses an importance distribution:  

                                           .  (16) 

Given a sample from the previous step (i.e. the one of                 ,       
   

) and the 

sample of          
   

    ,   
   

, (where     
   

 is the     part of       
   

 ), their union (      
   

,   
   

) is 

then a sample of             . In this way, starting from the initial samples at         , one can 

iteratively draw samples of             . If importance weights could also be iteratively updated, 

one then obtains the weighted samples approaching each posterior distribution.   

Inserting equation (6) into equation (5): 

              
                                  

            
.  (17) 

Dividing both sides of equation (17) by the corresponding side of equation (16), an unnor-

malized importance weight function is found: 

 
            

            
 

                

                

 

            

                  

             
.  (18) 

Since              is invariable with     , an unnormalized importance weight at a time 

step is then proportional to an unnormalized importance weight in the previous time step multi-

plied with 
                  

             
. Another unormalized importance weight at time   can then be defined 

as:  

                   
                  

             
.  (19) 
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where           is the normalized importance weight at     .The normalized importance 

weight of this step can be approximated by equation (13), that is, 

                ∑        
     

   ⁄ . 

Starting from an initial sample set of    (usually drawn from          ), the samples up to 

  can then be iteratively constructed through the samples of              , and their normalized 

importance weights can be iteratively updated through equations (19) and (13). This procedure 

forms the core of Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) algorithm. 

3.3.4 Resampling 

With the increase of  , the dimension of              continually grow; since the number of 

employed samples is fixed in SIS, when   is sufficiently large, the samples will eventually fail to 

estimate             . From the view of sample weights, it means that sample degeneracy (most 

of sample weights are equally insignificant) will finally occur. To solve this problem, the 

resampling step (Rubin 1988) is introduced to SIS as in (Gordon, Salmond et al. 1993). When 

the variance of importance weights exceeds certain predefined threshold, a resampling step is 

invoked to drive samples to the areas with large probability density. The resulting algorithm is 

usually termed as the Sequential Importance Sampling with Resampling (SISR) algorithm. 

A resampling step is to draw   samples from the SIS estimated posterior distribution (that 

is,                
        

∑   (    
   

) 
   

∑            
   

  
    ). With high probabilities, low weight samples 

are then removed and high weight samples are duplicated. The effect of sample degeneracy prob-

lem is then reduced. 

This treatment puts more attention on recent states, and may harm the estimation for early 

states since the history paths of the removed samples are lost. Nonetheless, the SISR algorithm, 
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as shown in Algorithm 1, is still an efficient and effective algorithm to estimate               , 

where   is a constant number.  

ALGORITHM 1. Sequential Importance Sampling with Resampling (SISR)  

Input:           ; {             |     };            ;                          

     ;                 ; 

Output:         
   

        
            . 

1. Initialization 

Draw    
   

        from            
Repeat for          

       
   

   
             

         
; 

Repeat for          

      
     

  (  
   

)

∑   (  
   

) 
   

; 

2. Iterative Sampling, Weight Updating and Resampling 

Repeat for   = 1 to   
 Repeat for          

  Sampling (Prediction) 

   Draw   
   

 from              ;  

       
   

          
   

   
   

 ; 

  Weight Updating (Correction) 

    
      

   
  
           

   
  

 (  |    ) (  |  )

 (          )
; 

 Resampling (Selection) 

  Draw      
   

        from ∑
       

   
 

∑     
   
   

  
   

           
   

  
   ; 

  Set       
                ; 

Return       
          

            . 

 

 

3.3.5 Proposal Distributions of SMC Methods 

The design of proposal distributions is critical for a SMC data assimilation application. 

From equation  (19), it is easy to observe that, starting from an equally weighted sample set, the 

proposal distributions proportional to                    minimize the importance weight vari-

ance, and then give the optimal structure of proposal distributions as discussed in (Cappe, 

Godsill et al. 2007) and (Doucet and Johansen 2011): 
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                                    .  (20) 

Given the recent observation and a system state sample, if                    can be eval-

uated, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods can be employed to draw samples to ap-

proach the optimal distribution. However, a MCMC component challenges the efficiency of a 

SMC method because the time complexity of MCMC does not dependent only on the number of 

particles. It needs a large number of burn-in iterations as stated in (Godsill and Clapp 2001); 

moreover, in certain cases, it is difficult to know when a burn-in phase is finished. Furthermore, 

if the analytical form of            is unknown, MCMC does not work since                    

is hard to be evaluated. Although directly drawing samples from the optimal proposal distribu-

tion is often impractical, it still shows a direction for designing effective proposal distributions, 

that is, when the sample has both high likelihood and transition density value, it also has a high 

density value in the optimal proposal distribution. 
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4 BOOTSTRAP FILTER BASED DATA ASSIMILATION FRAMEWORK 

4.1 The Dilemma of Sequential Monte Carlo Methods for Complex System Data Assimi-

lation 

As displayed in Algorithm 1, there are three components in the core algorithm of SMC:  

Sampling: given a particle at time     (     
   

) , draw a sample (   
   

)) 

from          
   

      . 

Weight updating: with samples      
   

 and    
   

, update the importance weights 

ing      
           

    
    

   
      

   
        

   
 

    
   

      
   

    
. 

Resampling: draw   samples from the current sample represented posterior 

tion ∑
     

    

∑      
     

   

       
   

  
   . 

In the weight updating step, analytical forms of system transition distribution 

(          ), proposal distribution (             ) and observation distribution (        ) are 

all required. Among them the observation distribution is used to calculate likelihoods, and it is 

often easy to construct since, given a system state, and the sensor reading is often distributed 

around the true observation value. However, for complex systems, it is hard to find the analytical 

forms of             and               because system behavior could be quite non-linear, and 

the involved random components could be distributed in complex or unknown distributions.  

To avoid the difficulty of weight updating, a widely used method is to set the proposal 

distribution the same as the transition distribution, that is, set              =           . As a 

result, the weight updating equation then reduced to: 

      
           

           
    .  (21) 
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With a constructed analytical observation distribution, importance weights then can be 

easily updated by likelihoods. Also, no effort is needed to design a proposal distribution since it 

is the same as the transition distribution.  However, the chosen proposal distribution has no 

knowledge of the most recent observation. When the support of transition distribution is much 

larger than the likelihood function, or when the majority of the likelihood function locates in the 

tail of the transition distribution, samples draw from the transition distribution can barely cover 

the high density area of the optimal proposal distribution, and then result into poor estimation of 

the next posterior distribution. 

In sum, when designing a proposal distribution making use of the most recent observa-

tions, it is hard to update the importance weight; when using transition distribution as the pro-

posal distribution, the performance could be problematic in some cases. It is then a dilemma that 

can be found in many complex system data assimilation applications using SMC.  

In the rest of this section, the framework using transition distributions as proposal distri-

butions is introduced, and in section 5 the SenSim framework using the kernel method to work 

around the dilemma is proposed.  

4.2 Architecture of the Bootstrap Filter 

The SMC method choosing system transition distributions as proposal distributions is of-

ten termed as the bootstrap filer. Figure 4.1 displays a data assimilation framework based on the 

bootstrap filter.   system state samples are created as the initial particles with     as the im-

portance weights at the beginning of a data assimilation process. When observation data is ar-

rived at time  , each of the particles is sampled to  . For each particle, likelihood is then calculat-

ed from the new state and the observation at   through an observation distribution, then updating 

the importance weight using equation (21). 
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Figure 4.1 The bootstrap filter based SMC data assimilation framework 

For complex simulation models, this manuscript proposes to use simulations to construct 

system transition distributions, and use sensor readings to construct observation distributions. 

4.3 Simulation Based Transition Distribution 

The snapshot of a simulation for a complex system contains most of the information of a 

system state. In this proposed framework, executing simulations are then used as system states in 

the bootstrap filter.  

 Given a simulation at    , it is straightforward to obtain a possible state at   by running 

the simulation model for one time step. However, for deterministic simulation models, it only 

produces one possible state; even with stochastic simulation models, the produced states are still 

from fixed model settings, and fail to cover all possible states in the true transition distribution. 

This work proposes to use distributions of random model parameters, noise of system states, and 

random moves of static model parameters to approach the system transition distribution.  

A simulation model naturally defines a system transition functions  : 

               , 
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where      and    are the system states at     and  , and    represents parameters affecting the 

simulation results.  

Three categories of uncertainty are identified: 1) parameters that are already random vari-

ables 2) noise indicating the difference between simulated state and true state 3) artificial added 

random moves on static parameters. A state sample is then drawn from all of them as described 

in Algorithm 2.  

ALGORITHM 2. Transition Sampling Using Simulation Models  

Input:  simulation model   , system state     ,              ,                         , 

            

Output: a system state sample    

1. Draw a sample           for random model parameters from their distributions  

            , 

2. Draw a sample           for static model parameters from their random move distributions 

                        , 

3. Draw a noise sample       from its distribution            , 

4. Run simulation model               , where              ,           and noise, 

5. Return the state   . 

 

In applications, only a sub set of the random components may be used. For instance, if a 

stochastic simulation model has already covered the possible states incurred by noise, the noise 

sampling can then be excluded. Also, it should be noted that even all random components are 

considered, it is still hard to obtain samples with rare events since they are in the tail area of the 

involved random components.  

4.4 Sensor Reading Based Observation Distribution 

From Algorithm 1 and equation (21), it can be seen that to finish weight updating the 

probability density function of the observation distribution is required. A sensor reading based 

observation distribution is then proposed in this manuscript. 
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Given a sensor set                                    , where    is the 

sensor reading,    is the sensor location, and    is the sensor covered area. At time  , the obser-

vation data is then defined as a vector of all measured sensor readings: 

             
  ,  (22) 

where      is the measured sensor reading on the i-th sensor at time  , and    is the number of 

sensors. 

With a measurement function           , a true sensor reading vector can be calcu-

lated as: 

        
  =         

         
   . (23) 

where      
 is the local state in   . With a defined difference on sensor readings, the observation 

distribution is constructed as a multivariate Gaussian distribution: 

 (          
            ,  (24) 

where         is a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a zero mean vector and a covariance 

matrix             
. Single sensor measurement error is expressed by the variance coefficients 

of   (that is,    
             ), and spatial correlation of sensor readings is expressed by 

the covariance coefficients of    (that is,                        ).  

When it is hard to determine    , spatial distance based correlation model can be employed 

to estimate the covariance coefficients, that is, set      as: 

                        (25) 

where               is a spatial correlation estimation function,     is the Euclidean distance 

from the  -th sensor to the  -th sensor. Four types of spatial correlation functions have been in-
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troduced in (Berger, Oliveira et al. 2001), and the one best fitting the physical process of an spe-

cific application should be employed to estimate     . More details can be found in section 6. 

Given a system state at  ,   , and a measured sensor reading vector,             
  , from 

equations (23) and (24), the observation distribution can then be derived as            
 

        
     , that is: 

           
      

 

 
  

       

              
 ,  (26) 

             
           

         
                   

          
   ,   (27) 

where      
         is the distance function of two sensor readings. With equations (26) 

and (27), it is then easy to evaluate the likelihood of a system state given the measured sensor 

readings.  

4.5 Case Study on Data Assimilation for Wildfire Spread Simulation 

In this section, the proposed bootstrap framework is tested with DEVS-FIRE (introduc-

tion of DEVS-FIRE can be found in section 2.5). Assuming ground temperature sensors are de-

ployed in the area where a real wildfire happens and DEVS-FIRE is used to simulate the fire 

spread behavior, the data assimilation goal here is to use received sensor temperature readings to 

improve the DEVS-FIRE estimation of the current fire and the predictions on future fires. 

4.5.1 Architecture of bootstrap filter based data assimilation for DEVS-FIRE 

Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of DEVS-FIRE data assimilation using the proposed 

bootstrap filter framework. The rectangle boxes represent the major components in one step, and 

the circles and rounded rectangles represent the data/variables. At time step t, the set of system 

state variables (particles), i.e., the fire states, from time step t-1 (denoted as Firet-1 in Figure 4.2) 

are fed into the system transition model that is constructed by DEVS-FIRE simulation and fire 
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front noise. The resulting fire state set is denoted as Fire't. To compute the importance weights of 

the particles, for each fire state in Fire't, all sensor temperatures are computed according to the 

empirical model in section 4.5.3. The set of temperatures of all fire states in Fire't are denoted as 

M't. Then considering each temperature set in M't as the mean vector, a likelihood of the real 

temperature vector mt (the temperatures collected from real time sensors) is calculated from a 

multivariate Gaussian distribution as discussed in section 4.4. The likelihoods are used to update 

importance weights for this bootstrap filter. After normalizing the weights of all particles, a 

resampling algorithm is applied to generate Firet, and it is the input of the next step.  

In Figure 4.2, the time step t-1, t, and t+1 are used to indicate the stepwise nature of the 

algorithm. The actual time interval between two consecutive steps is usually defined by how of-

ten the sensor data is collected, for example, in every 20 minutes.  
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Figure 4.2 Wildfire data assimilation using a bootstrap filter 

 

In this bootstrap filter, the set of fire states is represented by a set of particles. It starts by 

initializing N particles representing the initial fire states when the fire is ignited. Each particle’s 

weight is initialized to 1/N. Then the algorithm goes through multiple iterations, each of which 

includes sampling, weight updating, and resampling stages. As discussed in section 4.1, different 
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from generic SMC algorithms, the sampling step ignores the current measurement data, and in 

this way the weight updating step can safely update importance weight by only likelihoods.  

4.5.2 Construct the system transition distribution 

The system transition distribution is represented by a sampling algorithm. The goal of the 

sampling algorithm is to generate a fire state sample for the next time step given the current fire 

state. The samples drawn then approach the distribution )|( 1tt firefirep . Given 1tfire , in order 

to draw a sample from )|( 1tt firefirep , DEVS-FIRE is first used. Specifically, for each particle, 

a DEVS-FIRE simulation is created starting from     and run to  . The length of a time step is 

determined by how often the sensor data is collected. The DEVS-FIRE result is indicated by 

tfire . The fire perimeter (also called fire front) is extracted from tfire , and a graph noise is 

sampled and added to this fire front.  

In order to add graph noise to the fire front, a fire front is divided into multiple segments 

(the number of segments is denoted as   ), each of which consists of an equal number of burning 

cells. For each segment, a noise denoted as    is introduced that defines the change (in number of 

cells) inside or outside a cell along the direction from the ignition point to this cell. Different 

segments may have different noise, but all cells in the same segment share the same noise. Next, 

for each cell in a segment, it is moved to a new position that is    cells away. After reconnecting 

all the moved cells, a new fire front is formed (named as the noised fire front). The algorithm of 

drawing samples from )|( 1tt firefirep  is given in Algorithm 3. Figure 4.3 shows the results of 

four different runs of the algorithm for a given fire state. In each run, each noised fire front is 

compared with the original fire front of tfire .  
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ALGORITHM 3. Fire Front Transition Sampling 

Input: The fire state at time step t-1 ( 1tfire ), segment denominator ( 1C ), noise denominator ( 2C ), 

and noise variance ( 3C ). 

Output: A sample of )|( 1tt firefirep . 

1. tfire = )1,( 1  tfireSF t ; 

2. Scan the fire front of tfire ; 

3. Divide the fire front into 1C  consecutive segments, denoted as 
1

,...,, 21 CSEGSEGSEG ; 

4. Generate noise 
1

,...,, 21 Cddd  for all the segments where 

),(~ 3

2

C
C

SEGoflength
Gaussiand i

i ; 

5. For every burning cell c in segment iSEG , move it to    cells away along the direction from 

the ignition point to the cell;  

6. Connect all the segments according to the segment order to form a closed shape (referred to as 

the noised fire front), and set all the cells on the noised fire front to burning; 

7. Set all the cells inside the noised fire front to burned and all the cells outside the noised fire 

front to unburned;  

8. Return the fire state. 

 

In this algorithm, the purpose of the graph noise method is to model the overall simula-

tion error, and generate a noised fire front from an existing fire front. The effectiveness of this 

method is supported by several features that are built into the method. First, the cells of the same 

segment have the same noise level and different segments can have different noise levels. This is 

based on the fact that, in wildfire spread simulations, cells in nearby regions of a fire front tend 

to have similar distance errors. Second, guaranteed by step 4, larger noise comes with lower 

probability. In this way, with a high probability, the belief of current particles is inherited by the 

successor particles in the next step.  Both of these features can be seen from Figure 4.3. Finally, 

small fires have smaller noises, and the noise level is controlled by C1, C2 and C3. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

   
 (c) (d) 

 

Figure 4.3 Noised fire fronts. In each of them, the original fire front of tfire  is shown in blue and black; 

the noised fire front is shown in red and black. (The black cells are on both the original fire front and the 

noised fire front.)  

The fire shape error on the fire front could be caused by imprecise fuel data, terrain data, 

weather condition, fire model error and other uncertain elements affecting fire spreads. The as-

sumption here is that the effect of these imprecise data and errors can be modeled by the fire 

front graph noise.   

4.5.3 Construct the observation distribution 

The location of each temperature sensor is known, and each sensor reports the tempera-

ture every certain time interval. Due to measurement noise, for the same real temperature at the 

same location, a sensor may report different readings. Examples of sensor locations and tempera-

ture information are displayed in Figure 4.4. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 4.4 Examples of ground temperature sensor readings: (a) Real temperature map with temperature 

range [0 , 400 ]; (b) Temperature readings of 100 randomly deployed sensors. (Each dot is a deployed 

temperature sensor, and its color from dark to bright indicates the temperature from 0   to 400  .) 

Given a fire state, each sensor reading is calculated. From a sensor location, for each fire 

cell, a temperature can be calculated from an empirical model:  

      
   

         

where T is the temperature of a sensor; Tc (C) refers to the temperature rise above ambient tem-

perature of the closest burning cell on the fire front; Ta denotes the ambient temperature (C); d 

denotes the distance from the sensor to the closest burning cell;   is a constant;  Tc is calculated 

from 

    
        

 
,  

where FI is the fireline intensity of the burning cell (kW m
-1

), and h is the height above ground 

(m). In the DEVS-FIRE simulation, the fireline intensity of a burning cell is computed from 

Rothermel’s model at runtime. For ground temperature sensors, the height h would be their in-

stallation heights. The recorded sensor reading is the highest temperature among all the fire cells. 
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Figure 4.5 illustrates how the measurement function works in computing the temperature 

data of ground temperature sensors. It displays a simplified fire state, where 8 cells are burning 

(displayed in red) in a 99 cell space with each cell’s resolution being 15 (m). The temperature 

sensors are regularly deployed in the cell space with one temperature sensor every three cells (in 

both horizontal and vertical directions). In Figure 4.5, the cells where sensors are deployed are 

displayed in gray. To illustrate how the temperature data are calculated, all burning cells’ Tc is 

assumed to be 376 C and the ambient temperature is assumed to be 27 C. The temperature is 

then 27763
22 2/    deT  (  = 50), where d is the distance from a sensor to its closest burning 

cell on the fire front. Based on this formula, the temperature data of all the sensors can be ob-

tained, which are {149, 267, 267, 267, 386, 386, 267, 386, 371} (C) indexed from left to right 

and from top to bottom. Note that in this example, the closest distances to the fire front for these 

sensors are {75, 45, 45, 45, 15, 15, 45, 15, 21} (m), and in this uniform fire space fire cells with 

these distances bring the highest temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 An example of the measurement model 

A multivariate Gaussian distribution is used to model the observation distribution (as in-

troduced in section 4.4, i.e.: 

Burning cell 

Cell with 

sensor
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where MF is the measurement function mapping a fire state to a set of temperatures according to 

the empirical model,   is the covariance matrix. Given the fire state of a particle and the current 

measurement, the likelihood can then be directly calculated.  

 

4.5.4 Experiments of bootstrap filter data assimilation 

Experimental design. Identical-twin experiment is used to evaluate the data assimilation 

method. The purpose of identical-twin experiments is to study the assimilation in ideal situations 

and evaluate the proximity of the prediction to the true states in a controlled manner. In the iden-

tical-twin experiment, a simulation is first run, and the corresponding data are recorded. This 

simulation result is considered as “true”; therefore, the observation data obtained here are re-

garded as the real observation data (because they come from the “true” model). Consequently, 

observation data are used to improve simulation results using SMC methods, and then the effec-

tiveness can be seen from if these estimated results are close to the “true” result.  

Three terms are used: real fire, filtered fire, and simulated fire, to present the experi-

mental results. A real fire is the simulated fire spread from which the real observation data are 

obtained. A simulated fire is the simulation result based on some “erroneous” data (“erroneous” 

in the sense that the data are different from those used in the real fire), for example, imprecise 

weather data. This is to represent the fact that wildfire simulations usually rely on imperfect data 

as compared to real wildfires. Finally, a filtered fire is the bootstrap filter enhanced simulation 

result based on the same “erroneous” data as in the simulated fire. The particle with the largest 

importance weight before resampling is chosen as the one with the filtered fire.  
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The differences between a real fire and a simulated fire are due to the imprecise data such 

as wind speed, wind direction, GIS data, and fuel model, used in the simulation. In these experi-

ments, imprecise wind conditions (wind speed and wind direction) are used as the “erroneous” 

data. Table  shows the configurations of four sets of experiments. The real wind speed and direc-

tion are 8 (mph) and 180 (degrees) with random variances added every 10 minutes. The vari-

ances for the wind speeds are in the range of –2 to 2 (mph) (denoted as 8±2 in the table), and the 

variances for the wind direction are in the range of -20 to 20 (degrees) (denoted as 180±20 in the 

table). Our first two experiment cases introduce errors to the wind speeds and make the wind di-

rections to be exactly the same as the real wind direction. In case 1 the wind speed is randomly 

generated based on 6 (mph) with variances added in the range of –2 to 2 (mph). In case 2, the 

wind speed is randomly generated based on 10 (mph) with variances added in the range of –2 to 

2 (mph). Our next two experiment cases introduce errors to the wind directions only: case 3 uses 

wind direction of 160 (degrees) with added variances in the range of ±30 (degrees); case 4 uses 

wind direction of 200 (degrees) with added variances in the range of ±30 (degrees). For wind 

directions, the degrees indicate the angle between the north direction clockwise to the direction 

from where the wind comes.  

Table 4.1 Weather Data Used in Bootstrap Filter Experiments 

Case 
Erroneous data Real data 

Speed (mph) Direction (degrees) Speed (mph) Direction (degrees) 

1 62 
No error 

82 18020 
2 102 

3 
No error 

16030 

4 20030 
 

For all the experiment cases in Table 4.1, a regular sensor deployment schema is used 

where the sensors are regularly deployed with one sensor every 10 cells. All simulations use the 
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real world GIS data and fuel data. The cell space dimension is 200200 and the cell size is 15 

(m). Those data were acquired from Huntsville area, Texas, during the leaf-off season in March 

2004 by M7 Visual Intelligence of Houston, Texas. The ignition point is set to the center point of 

the cell space for all of the simulations. The observation data (ground temperature sensor data) 

from the real fire are collected every 20 minutes. 50 particles are used in all SMC experiments 

and set C1 to 6, C2 to 20,  and C3 to 1 in Algorithm 3. 

Experimental results with erroneous wind speeds. This set of experiments (case 1 and 

case 2) test the data assimilation results when the wind speed data have errors. Figure 4.6(a) dis-

plays the real fire after 8 steps (20 minutes each step) of the simulation. This real fire is used to 

generate the observation data for all our experiments. Figure 4.6(b) and Figure 4.6(c) show the 

simulated fires for case 1 and case 2 respectively for the same simulation duration (160 minutes). 

Note that all these fires are simulated from DEVS-FIRE using their corresponding data shown in 

Table 4.1. In the figures, the burning cells and the burned cells are displayed in red and black 

respectively. The other colors show different fuel types of cells. From the figures, it can be seen 

that the real fire and the simulated fires have large deviations due to the errors of the wind 

speeds. In case 1, the real fire spreads faster than the simulated fire because the real wind speeds 

(82 mph) are larger than the erroneous wind speeds (62 mph). In case 2, the real fire grows 

slower than the simulated fire since the real wind speeds (82 mph) are smaller than the errone-

ous wind speeds (102 mph). 

By assimilating the observation data, the filtered fires are obtained. Figure 4.7 shows the 

results after 8 steps for case 1. Figure 4.7(a) shows the filtered fire; Figure 4.7(b) compares the 

real fire front (displayed in green) with the filtered fire front (displayed in blue. For comparison 

purpose, the simulated fire front (displayed in red) from Figure 4.6(b) is also shown in the figure. 
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Figure 4.7(c) shows the cells that have mismatched states between the real fire and the filtered 

fire.  From Figure 4.7(b), it is observed that the fire front of the filtered fire is much closer to the 

one of the real fire than that of the simulated fire. Specifically, due to the erroneous smaller wind 

speeds, the simulated fire is significantly smaller than the real fire at the head of the fire (the top 

part of the fire shape as shown in Figure 4.7). Using data assimilation, the filtered fire overcomes 

this problem, and matches the real fire front with smaller difference. Figure 4.7(c) confirms this 

and shows that the mismatched cells of the filtered fire are roughly evenly distributed along the 

real fire front. 

    
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.6 Real fire and simulated fires of bootstrap filter experiments (case 1 and 2). (a) Real fire after 

160 minutes (average wind speed is 8 mph; average wind direction is 180 degrees); (b) Simulated fire for 

case 1 after 160 minutes (average wind speed is 6 mph; average wind direction is 180 degrees); (c) Simu-

lated fire for case 2 after 160 minutes (average wind speed is 10 mph; average wind direction is 180 de-

grees).  

Figure 4.8 shows the results after 8 steps for case 2 with similar display arrangement as in 

Figure 4.7. As shown in Figure 4.8(b), because in case 2 the wind speeds are generally larger 

than the real wind speeds, the simulated fire grows much larger than the real fire does. Figure 4.8 

(b) and Figure 4.8(c) show that, after assimilating sensor data by the SMC method, simulation 

results are significantly improved since the difference between the real fire and the filtered fire is 

much smaller than the one between the real fire and the simulated fire.   
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 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.7 Comparisons of the simulated fire and the filtered fire of bootstrap filter experiment (case 1). 

(a) Filtered fire; (b) Fire fronts of the real fire (displayed in green), simulated fire (displayed in red) and 

filtered fire (displayed in blue); (c) Mismatched cells (displayed in red) between the real fire and the fil-

tered fire. 

    
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.8 Comparisons of the simulated fire and the filtered fire of bootstrap filter experiment (case 2). 

(a) Filtered fire; (b) Fire fronts of the real fire (displayed in green), simulated fire (displayed in red) and 

filtered fire (displayed in blue); (c) Mismatched cells (displayed in red) between the real fire and the fil-

tered fire. 

 

To quantitatively show the data assimilation results, Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.9(b) show 

the fire perimeters and burned areas of the real fire, the simulated fire, and the filtered fire for 

case 1 from time step 1 to 8. Figure 4.9(c) and Figure 4.9(d) show the fire perimeters and burned 

areas of the real fire, the simulated fire, and the filtered fire for case 2 from time step 1 to 8. In 

both cases, 10 independent runs are carried out of the data assimilation experiments, and display 

the average of the results in the figures. For case 1, after the simulation is finished, the standard 
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deviations of the filtered fires from the 10 runs are 0.36 km for perimeter and 1.26 hectares for 

burned area. For case 2, the standard deviations are 0.51 km for perimeter and 2.84 hectares for 

burned area. These figures show that the differences between the real fire’s perimeters and the 

filtered fires’ perimeters are smaller than those for the simulated fires. The same trend holds true 

for the burned areas.  

  

   
 (a) (b) 

     
 (c) (d) 

Figure 4.9 Perimeters and burned areas of the real fire, simulated fires, and filtered fires of bootstrap filter 

experiment (case 1 and 2). (a) Perimeters for case 1; (b) Burned areas for case 1; (c) Perimeters for case 2;  

(d) Burned areas for case 2.  

 

Mismatched cells (i.e. the symmetric set differences) are used to calculate the error be-

tween a real fire and a simulated fire or filter fire. Figure 4.10 shows the symmetric set differ-

ences of the simulated fire (compared to the real fire) and that of the filtered fire (compared to 

the real fire) in case 1 (Figure 4.10(a)) and case 2 (Figure 4.10(b)) from time step 1 to 8. In these 

figures, the values of the filtered fire are the averages of 10 independent runs. The horizontal axis 

represents the time step, and the vertical axis represents the symmetric set difference value in 
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terms of the number of cells. From the figures, it can be seen that the symmetric set differences 

of the filtered fires are smaller than those of the simulated fires after step 2. With the increase of 

time step, (i.e., when more sensor data are assimilated), the difference between the simulated fire 

and the filtered fire becomes more and more notable. At step 8, the symmetric set difference of 

the filtered fire is less than half of the symmetric set difference of the simulated fire. This exper-

iment demonstrates the effectiveness of the data assimilation method in wildfire spread simula-

tion when using imprecise wind speeds.  

 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 4.10 Errors of bootstrap filter experiment (case 1 and 2). (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2. 

Experimental results with erroneous wind directions. This set of experiments (case 3 and 

case 4) examines the data assimilation results when the wind direction data have errors. DEVS-

FIRE is used to obtain the simulated fires using the wind direction data in Table 4.1. Figure 

4.11(a) and Figure 4.11(b) show the fire growth of the two simulated fires for case 3 and case 4 

after 160 minutes.  

Same as before, the temperature sensor data are dynamically assimilated into the simula-

tions. The data assimilation results are displayed in Figure 4.12 for case 3, and Figure 4.13 for 

case 4. As can be seen, because of the incorrect wind directions, there are large differences be-

tween the real fire and the simulated fires. From Figure 4.12(b) one can see that the simulated 

fire grows much faster than the real fire. This is because the fuel types along the wind direction 
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(northwest) of the simulated fire make it easier for the fire to spread fast. In Figure 4.13(b), the 

simulated fire is smaller than the real fire because the fuel types along the wind direction (north-

east) in case 4 are harder for the fire to spread. In both cases, the differences between the filtered 

fires and the real fire are much smaller than those of the simulated fire, as can be seen from Fig-

ure 4.12(b) and Figure 4.13(b).   

 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 4.11 Simulated fires of bootstrap filter (case 3 and 4). (a) Simulated fire for case 3 after 160 

minutes (average wind speed is 8 mph; average wind direction is 160 degrees); (b) Simulated fire for case 

4 after 160 minutes (average wind speed is 8 mph; average wind direction is 200 degrees). 

However, from Figure 4.13(b), it should be noticed that the data assimilation in case 4 is 

not as effective as in cases 1-3, although it still gives improved result compared to the simulated 

fire. The reason behind this is that, in case 4, the wind direction in the filtered fire is towards 

northeast, where it is hard for a fire to spread due to the fuel data in that direction, whereas the 

wind direction in the real fire is towards north where it is easy to spread. This difference of wind 

direction results in significantly different fire spreading behavior, which is also reflected by the 

large difference between the real fire shape and the simulated fire shape as shown in Figure 

4.13(b). In this situation, the developed data assimilation method does not work as effectively to 

keep track of the real fire as in other cases, where there are relatively smaller differences be-

tween the real fire and the simulated fires. This indicates a future research task to develop tech-

niques to improve data assimilation results. For example, the current method does not differenti-
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ate different regions when modeling the system transition noise. A more advanced method may 

differentiate different parts of the fire and add graph noise according to the fire spreading behav-

ior (e.g., higher level of graph noise for faster spreading fire regions).  

 

    
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.12 Comparisons of the simulated fire and the filtered fire of bootstrap filter (case 3). (a) Filtered 

fire; (b) Fire fronts of the real fire (displayed in green), simulated fire (displayed in red) and filtered fire 

(displayed in blue); (c) Mismatched cells (displayed in red) between the real fire and the filtered fire. 

 

     
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.13 Comparisons of the simulated fire and the filtered fire of bootstrap filter (case 4). (a) Filtered 

fire; (b) Fire fronts of the real fire (displayed in green), simulated fire (displayed in red) and filtered fire 

(displayed in blue); (c) Mismatched cells between the real fire and the filtered fire.  

 

Figure 4.14 displays the perimeters and burned areas of the real fires, the simulated fires, 

and the corresponding filtered fires for case 3 and case 4. In both cases, 10 independent runs of 

the data assimilation experiments are carried out to show the averaged results for the filtered 

fires in the figures. In case 3, the standard deviations of the filtered fires in the last step are 0.36 
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km for perimeter and 1.30 hectares for burned area. In case 4, the standard deviations in the last 

step are 0.67 km for perimeter and 3.73 hectares for burned area. In both case 3 (Figure 4.14(a) 

and Figure 4.14(b)) and case 4 (Figure 4.14(c) and Figure 4.14(d)), compared to the ones of the 

simulated fires the perimeters and burned areas of the filtered fires are closer to those of the real 

fire.  

 

   

 (a) (b) 

   
 (c) (d) 

Figure 4.14 Perimeters and burned areas of the real fire, simulated fires, and filtered fires of bootstrap 

filter experiment (case 1 and 2). (a) Perimeters for case 3; (b) Burned areas for case 3; (c) Perimeters for 

case 4;  (d) Burned areas for case 4.  

 

To quantitatively see the effect of data assimilation on fire shape, Figure 4.15 shows the 

symmetric set differences for case 3 (Figure 4.15(a)) and case 4 (Figure 4.15(b)) from time step 1 

to 8. These results are coincident with those in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 From Figure 4.15, it 

can be observed that the symmetric set difference between the real fire and the filtered fire (dis-

played in blue) is smaller than that between the real fire and the simulated fire (displayed in red) 
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in both case 3 and case 4, even though the effectiveness in case 4 is lower as explained before. In 

general, this set of experiments show that the simulation results are improved after assimilating 

sensor data using the developed data assimilation method.  

 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 4.15 Symmetric set differences of bootstrap filter experiment (case 3 and 4). (a) Case 3; (b) Case 4. 

 

 

4.5.5 Influence of Deployed Sensor Amount and Locations  

When sensors are relatively evenly deployed, the specific deployment and number of 

sensors also affect the results of data assimilation. Experiments are carried out using the same 

weather data of case 1 in Table 4.1. Five sensor deployment schemas (as shown in Figure 4.16): 

1) regular deployment – one sensor per 10 cells (totally 400 sensors); 2) regular deployment – 

one sensor per 20 cells (totally 100 sensors); 3) regular deployment – one sensor per 40 cells (to-

tally 25 sensors)); 4) randomly deployed 100 sensors 5) randomly deployed 100 sensors.  

To show the impact, mismatched cells of the simulated fire and the filtered fires from the 

3 regular deployments are displayed in Figure 4.17. Compared with the simulated fire (Figure 

4.17 (a)), all of the filtered fires (Figure 4.17 (b)-(c)) have fewer mismatched cells. Moreover, as 

the sensor number increases, it can be clearly seen that the number of mismatched cells decreas-

es. This is confirmed by Figure 4.18, which shows the quantitative result of symmetric set differ-

ence of the simulated fire and the three filtered fires. Filtered fires all give better results (less 
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symmetric set difference) than the simulated fire does. Also, more sensors generally produce bet-

ter results. When sensors are regularly deployed, with the increase of employed sensor amount, 

more information of the real system is collected through sensor readings. 

  
 (a) (b) (c) 

     
 (d)  (e) 

Figure 4.16 Sensor deployments (a) Regularly deployed 400 sensors; (b) Regularly deployed 100 sensors; 

(c) Regularly deployed 25 sensors; (d) Randomly deployed 100 sensors; (e) Randomly deployed 100 sen-

sors.  

 

     
 (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 4.17 Mismatched cells (a) Simulated fire; (b) Filtered fire with 25 regularly deployed sensors; (c) 

Filtered fire with 100 regularly deployed sensors; (d) Filtered fire with 400 regularly deployed sensors.  
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Figure 4.18 Symmetric set difference for the simulated fire and the filtered fires with regular sensor de-

ployment schemas.  

To show the influence of sensor locations, Figure 4.19 compares the symmetric set dif-

ference of the simulated fire and three filtered fires that use the same number of sensors but with 

different sensor deployments (one regular deployment and two random deployments, all with 

100 sensors). As expected, all the filtered fires have smaller errors than that of the simulated fire. 

Among the filtered fires, the random deployment shown in Figure 4.16(e) gives the least im-

proved results, and the random deployment of Figure 4.16 (d) produces the most improved result 

for most time steps (except for the last step). The results from the regular deployment lie in be-

tween the above two. Comparing the three deployment schemas as shown in Figure 4.16 (b), 

Figure 4.16 (d) and Figure 4.16 (e), one can see that Figure 4.16 (e) has more empty spaces (not 

covered by the sensors) in the center area of the cell space where the fire is ignited. As a result, 

the sensors in Figure 4.16(e) carry less information about the spreading of the real fire in many 

of the time steps. This explains why sensor deployment in Figure 4.16(e) gives the least im-

proved result. On the contrary, the sensor deployment in Figure 4.16(d) has more sensors in the 

fire spreading area, and thus produces most improved result. This experiment shows that sensor 

locations affect the amount of information from sensors, and thus have impact in data assimila-
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tion results. With a fixed number of sensors, how to design strategies to deploy the sensors in an 

effective manner could be a future research direction.  

 

Figure 4.19 Symmetric set difference for the simulated fire and the filtered fires with different deploy-

ment schemas.  

More case studies of this bootstrap filter based framework on wildfire spread simulation 

and lane-based traffic simulation are carried out in section 5.5 and 5.6, where they are also com-

pared with the results produced by the SenSim framework.    
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5 SENSIM DATA ASSIMILATION FRAMEWORK 

In this section, the SMC data assimilation framework for sensor monitored spatial-temporal sys-

tems is presented. It contains an analytical distribution of observation distribution         , an 

effective proposal distribution               (named SenSim proposal), and a kernel method 

based importance weight estimation method. The proposed framework is named as “SenSim 

framework”, and it uses the above components to assimilate observation data with the SISR algo-

rithm.  

5.1 Sensor Monitored Spatial-Temporal Systems 

As presented in section 3, the analytical expressions of            ,          and 

              are used in equation (19) to update importance weights. However, they may not 

be available in the case of very complex simulation models. In this section, a special class of sys-

tems is defined, named as “sensor monitored spatial-temporal systems". With these systems and 

their assumptions defined below, section 5.2 and 5.3 build each SMC component to perform data 

assimilation with sensor readings. 

A sensor monitored spatial-temporal system is defined as a seven-tuple: 

                 .   is a two dimensional area on which system states are defined 

(termed as system area);   is the state space, which is the set of all possible system states; 

           is the system transition function, and it determines the advance of a system 

state: 

               , (28)  
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where     ,    are system states at     and  , and    is a    dimension vector indicating other 

inputs that may contain random variables;            is the measurement function, and it 

determines the true sensor reading given a system state and a sensor position:  

          
       (29) 

where   is a true sensor reading that is a    dimension vector,     is a sensor location, 

     is a sub-area in A, and      
is the local system state at time    of the area   ;   

                                  is the sensor set, where, for the  -th sensor (  ), 

   is the measured sensor reading,    is the sensor location, and     is the detection area; 

         is the distance function of two system states;      
         is the distance 

function of two sensor readings. These distance functions describe how different of two system 

states and two sensor readings. In the proposed methods,    is used to update importance 

weights, and   is used to construct the observation model.    

The following assumptions are made on sensor monitored spatial-temporal systems:  

(1) Given a partition of  ,                              ⋃   
  
      , a 

system state     can be broken into and reconstructed from    local states {   
|       , 

where    
 is the local system state in   ; 

(2) It is easy to draw samples from      ; 

(3) The analytical forms of   and   are unknown, but they can be used as black-boxes; 

(4) It is easy to draw samples from      
        , where   is a sensor cluster covering 

  ,    is the simulation model generated system state, and    
 is the local system state in   . 

This distribution is termed as local sensor proposal in this manuscript. 
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Given such a sensor monitored spatial-temporal system, the transition distribution and 

observation distribution proposed in section 4.3 and 4.4 can be straightforwardly constructed. In 

section 5.2 and 5.3, a more effective proposal distribution and a weight updating method are in-

troduced. 

5.2 SenSim Proposal 

As discussed in section 3.3.5, the optimal proposal distribution is proportional 

to                   , and it implies that a system state with both high transition probability 

density and high likelihood is likely to have a high probability density in the optimal proposal 

distribution. Following this principle, a three-step sampling algorithm to generate system state 

samples that potentially have a high density value of            and a high likelihood of 

         is proposed. This algorithm utilizes the knowledge from both sensor readings and sim-

ulation models, so the corresponding proposal distribution is named as “SenSim proposal”. Given 

the measured sensor readings at  ,   , and a system state sample at    ,      
   

, it generates the 

possible system states at   as follows.  

5.2.1 Step-1: Simulation Model Generated States 

Similar to the bootstrap filter, a input sample for the transition function is drawn from 

      , indicated as   
   

 which may include random parameters, static parameters and noise. The 

system transition function (that is, equation (28)) is then employed to generate a system state 

at  : 

    
   

       
   

   
   

  . 

It is equivalent to drawing a sample from the system transition distribution           .    
   

 

then only holds the belief of   that is commonly implemented by simulation models for non-
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analytical complex systems. The likelihood of this sample,          
    , may be very small, es-

pecially when          has a much narrower support than            (that is, a peaked likeli-

hood), or the high value area of          is inside the tail area of            (that is, a rare 

event). 

5.2.2 Step-2: Sensor Reading Generated Local States 

The system area A is partitioned into a collection of independent sub areas:  

                   ,  

where    is covered by a cluster of sensor   ,        ⋃   
  
    , and    is the number 

of local areas covered by sensors.    
   

 can then be divided into a collection of local states ac-

cording to the partition: 

        

   
                   

   
 .  

For each local area   , a local state sample        

   
 is then drawn from the local sensor 

proposal       
       

   
  (as defined in section 5.1).  

As a result, on each local area   , there are two possible local states:       

   
from simulation 

models, and        

   
from sensor readings.       

   
is more likely to bring a higher transition density 

value but lower likelihood than those of        

   
; on the other hand,        

   
is inclined to produce 

high likelihoods but low transition density values. Thus, in certain cases, such as a simulation 

model has much less uncertainty than a local sensor proposal,        

   
 is more likely to fail; in 

other cases, such as a rare event happens, only         

   
 may work. It is then important to let both 
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of them have certain chance to appear in the final system state sample set at  , and the last step 

makes it happen. 

5.2.3 Step-3: Sampling Local States 

Depending on the accuracy and uncertainty levels of the simulation models and sensor 

readings, for each local area   , confidence levels (in the range of      ) are defined as     

  
 and 

 
   

  
, to model the confidence in sensor readings and simulation models. For each   , a local 

state sample       

   
 is drawn from: 

         
   

     

   
    

     

     
 
   

   

    

   
  

   

   
        

        

   
  

    

   

    

   
  

   

   
        

         

   
   (30) 

A possible system state sample,     
   

, is reconstructed from: 

        

   
     

              

   
 .  (31) 

By an overall sensor reading confidence       and an overall simulation model 

dence     , a final system state sample is drawn from simulation model generated     
   

 and sen-

sor reading affected     
   

: 

          
   

     
    

         
         

   
  

    

         
          

   
 . 

  SenSim proposal sampling is summarized in Algorithm 4. 
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ALGORITHM 4. Drawing Samples from Sensim Proposal  

Input:     
   

,   ,      

      
    ,      

      
    ,     ,     ; 

Output:   
   

.  

1. Sampling from the simulation model  

 Draw   
   

 from      ; 

    
   
        

   
   

   
  ; 

2. Sampling from sensor readings 

 Partition    
   

 to         

   
                   

   
 ; 

 Repeat for   = 1 to    

  Draw         

   
from         

          
   

 ; 

3. Sampling local states 

 Repeat for   = 1 to    

  Draw       

   
from 

    

   

    

   
     

   
        

        

   
  

    

   

    

   
     

   
        

         

   
 ; 

     
   
         

   
     

              

   
 ; 

 Draw   
   

 from 
    

         
         

   
  

    

         
          

   
 . 

 

Return   
   

. 

 

5.3 Kernel Method Based Weight Updating 

When a system state sample at time  ,   
   

, is obtained, equation (19) is used to update the 

importance weight. For sensor monitored spatial-temporal systems, although a convenient 

         is constructed, applying equation (19) is still problematic since analytical forms of 

           and               are still unknown. This manuscript is then proposes to use another 

layer of samples to estimate both     
        

     and     
   

     
   

     by the kernel method. 

The kernel method is a non-parametric method for density function estimation as present-

ed in (Rosenblatt 1956). It was also used to improve the resampling step of SMC methods by re-

constructing posterior distributions from particles, examples can be found in (Musso, Oudjane et 

al. 2001) and (Cheng and Ansari 2005). In this paper, it is employed to estimate the values of 

system transition and proposal probability density functions. 
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Given a set of samples,        
 , of a probability density function     , the kernel method 

estimates this function as:  

      
 

    
∑   

    

 
  

   ,  (32) 

where         is a symmetric probability density function (named kernel function),    is the 

number of dimensions of  , and      is the bandwidth. Optimal K and h are the ones minimiz-

ing the error from the true density function to the kernel estimated density function.  

The samples in a SMC methods can be used to estimate the system state posterior density 

function, but they are not the samples approaching the density functions of (           and 

             ); for each of them extra   samples from          
     and          

   
     are then 

needed to estimate     
        

     and     
   

     
   

    . 

When   
   

 is ready, after   executions of Algorithm 4  a sample set,   ̇ 
   

    
 , is then 

formed for          
   

    ; similarly, only applying the first step “sampling from the simulation 

model” of Algorithm 4, the sample set,   ̈ 
   

    
 , approaching          

     can be obtained. Plug-

ging each sample set into equation (32) with   
   

, estimates of     
        

     and     
   

     
   

     

are then obtained. 

With this method, the “weight updating” step of Algorithm 1 can be completed. In the 

context of complex system data assimilation, the extra computation load is mostly from the exe-

cutions of simulation models (that is, the implementation of the   function). Since each execu-

tion of Algorithm 4 can generate two samples, one for     
        

     and one for     
   

     
   

    . 

The total extra computation load incurred is     executions of the simulation model. The 

computation complexity is still independent with  . Also, when using equation (31) to estimate a 
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density value from a sample set, samples can be used in a sequential way. That is, after    
    

 
  

is calculated,    can be discarded. As a result, the extra memory space incurred by this kernel 

method is O(1) that is critical for memory-consuming simulation models where particle numbers 

are limited by the size of memory. 

5.4 Weight Updating for High Dimensional Systems 

With enough samples, the kernel method produces sound estimates of     
        

      

and     
   

     
   

    , and then correctly updates importance weights for the proposed SenSim 

framework. However, when system dimensions are high, the estimation generated by limited 

number of samples could be inaccurate.  

As expressed in equation (19), an importance weight is updated by three factors: the den-

sity of the observation distribution (i.e. the likelihood), the density of the transition distribution, 

and the density of the proposal distribution. The likelihood shows how the particle is consistent 

with observation data; the transition density shows how the particle is consistent with the state in 

the last time step; the proposal density shows how possible a particle is generated. Higher levels 

of consistence with observation data and previous states increase importance weights; on the 

other hand, the more easily a particle is generated, a lower weight it receives.  

In the proposed SMC data assimilation method, the likelihood is not affected by the ker-

nel method, but the other two may receive poor estimates from the kernel method with insuffi-

cient number of samples. They may in turn generate inaccurate importance weights and fail the 

data assimilation method. 

To avoid the problem incurred by inaccurate kernel method density estimation, this man-

uscript proposes to use constant numbers to indicate the consistence levels of a particle to the 

previous state (i.e. estimate the transition density), and how possible a particle is drawn (i.e. es-
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timate the proposal density). The SenSim proposal generates two types of particles: the ones only 

from simulation models and the ones affected by sensor readings. For the first type of particles, a 

predefined large constant number is used as the transition density; for second type of particles, a 

predefined small constant number is used as the transition density. The parameter of the SenSim 

proposal gives the basic information about how possible a particle is generated. The first type of 

particles are generated with a probability of  
    

         
, and the second type of particles are with a 

probability of  
    

         
. They are then used as proposal densities to update importance weights. 

The procedure of estimating importance weights for high dimensional systems is summarized in 

Algorithm 5, where   and   are two constant numbers and    . 

ALGORITHM 5. Estimate Importance Weights for High Dimensional Systems  

Input:   
   

,   ,      ,     ,  ,  ,       
   

  

Output:     
   

 .  

if   
   

 is affected by sensor readings,     
   

         
     

 

    
       

   
 ; 

else    
   

         
     

 

    
       

   
 ; 

Return     
    . 

  

In the corner case where       , particles all have the same high number as the transi-

tion density, and 1 as the proposal density, it then downgrades to a bootstrap filter. In the case 

where       , particles all have the same low number as the transition density, and 1 as the 

proposal density. The importance weights are also determined only by likelihoods. When the 

SenSim proposal is carefully designed that most of particles do not break the constraints of sys-

tem states, the SMC method still effectively select particles that both consistent with both simu-

lation models and observation data, and then effectively improve simulation results.     
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5.5 Case Study on Data Assimilation for Wildfire Spread Simulation 

This section performs another set of data assimilation experiments on wildfire spread 

simulation using both the bootstrap filter based data assimilation framework, and the SenSim 

framework.  

Each element of a sensor monitored spatial-temporal system (                 ) 

for DEVS-FIRE data assimilation is first constructed. The system area A is the target fire area; 

the system state space   is all the possible fire states of DEVS-FIRE; the system transition func-

tion   is the DEVS-FIRE fire spread simulation model; based on the temperature empirical 

model in (Mandel, Bennethum et al. 2008), the measurement function   is defined as: 

        
               

   
   

  
    

 

       ,  

where    is detection area of the i-th sensor,       
  is corresponding local fire state at t,    is the 

location of the i-th sensor, j is the index of a fire cell in   ,    is the number of fire cells in   , 

  
   

  is the temperature rise above ambient temperature of the j-th fire cell,    is the ambient 

temperature,     is the Euclidean distance from    to position of j-th fire cell, and    is a constant 

set to 50 (m); for each sensor in sensor set  , the sensor location is predefined, the sensor detec-

tion area is set to the whole fire area, and the measured sensor reading is received every certain 

time interval; the system state distance function    returns the number of fire cells with different 

cell states; the sensor reading distance function    is defined as            , where    and    

are the temperature readings from two temperature sensors. 

When sensor temperature readings are received, the local sensor proposal      
         

  

is defined as follows. Firstly, a simple possible fire area is determined. With a predefine a hot 
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threshold,      , and a cool threshold,                    . Sensors are classified into three 

categories: hot sensors,  

     =                       ;  

cool sensors,   

                             ;  

other sensors,  

       =                            .  

For sensors in     , a Gaussian distributed turn-on radius is defined,         , indicating the 

possible burning area around a sensor. The mean of           is proportional to the sensor tem-

perature, and the variance is predefined: 

                        ,  

where     is a constant number,     is the temperature reading of a sensor, and     is the vari-

ance. Similarly, for the sensors in      , a turn-off radius,          , is defined, and it Gaussian 

distributed as:   

                       ,  

where both      and      are predefined. With each         , sensors in      determine areas 

with possible fires (hot areas); with each          , sensors in       then determine areas with 

no fire (cool areas). Subtracting the union of all cool areas from the union of all hot areas, a 

possible fire area is found. An example is shown in Figure 5.1. 

With the determined possible fire area and the union of all cool areas, a local fire state 

(that is,    
  is generated by the help of DEVS-FIRE generated local state     

. Start from     
, 
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for each sensor, if it is in      , it turns off all the fire inside its cool area; if it is in      and the 

intersection of its hot area has non-empty intersection with the possible fire area, it turns on this 

intersection. When turning on an intersection (        ), if there are burning cells in          
, the 

fire state of         is set to          
; if there is no fire in          

, the whole intersection is 

set to burning. 

After the above components (                  and      
       ) are defined, two 

groups of data assimilation experiments are performed. In one of them, sampling step is com-

plete by drawing samples for wind speed and direction random moves, and executing DEVS-

FIRE. Importance weights are only updated by likelihoods. It is the bootstrap framework based 

data assimilation. In the other group, system state samples are drawn by the SenSim proposal, 

and weights are updated by the kernel method, and it is then the SenSim framework based data 

assimilation.   

 

    
 (a) A real fire (b) A sensor cluster (c) Sensor temperatures 

    
 (d) A hot area (e) A cool area (f) A possible fire area 

Figure 5.1 A possible fire area generated from sensor readings 

In all experiments, fires are simulated with 40k fire cells (200200) for 3 hours ignited 

from a single cell with cell coordinates (120, 18). The cell size is 15 (m) by 15 (m). Airborne 
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LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) (Wagner, Ullrich et al. 2004) raster-based terrain data is 

used as the GIS input of DEVS-FIRE. The fuel data is from Huntsville area, Texas, during the 

leaf-off season in March 2004. During the simulations, wind speed and wind directions are con-

sidered as random variables. 

Sensor data and true fire states are generated from the identical twin paradigm. 1000 sen-

sors randomly deployed in the whole fire area, and they report temperature readings of the real 

fire every 1200 seconds.  

Another collection of fire simulations with erroneous settings are started as the simulated 

fires, and sensor readings are then assimilated. The settings of five data assimilation experiments 

are shown in Table 4.1.  

 

Table 5.1 Settings of Real and Simulated Fire Systems for Identical Twin Experiments 

 Real Fire Simulated Fire 

Case 1 Wind: 5m/s, 125 degrees Wind: 6m/s, 105 degrees 

Case 2 Wind: 5m/s, 125 degrees Wind: 15m/s, 115 degrees 

Case 3 Wind: 5m/s, 125 degrees Wind: 4m/s, 305 degrees 

Case 4 Wind: 5m/s, 125 degrees; a new ig-

nition (100, 150) added at 4800s  

Wind: 6m/s, 105 degrees 

Case 5 Wind: 5m/s, 125 degrees Wind: 6m/s, 105 degrees;  

unknown initial ignition 
 

In Case 1, there are moderate wind speed and direction errors; in Case 2, the wind speed 

is significantly larger than the one of the real fire; in Case 3, there is a significant wind direction 

error; in Case 4, other than the moderate wind speed and direction error, a rare event happens in 

the real fire that a cell (100, 150) is ignited at 4800s; in Case 5, the simulated fire has a no-fire 

initial state and is with moderate wind speed and direction errors.  
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 (a1) (a2) (a3) (a4) 

     
 (b1) (b2) (b3) (b4) 

     
 (c1) (c2) (c3) (c4) 

     
 (d1) (d2) (d3) (d4) 

     
 (e1) (e2) (e3) (e4) 

Figure 5.2 Graphical results of the SenSim framework data assimilation and the bootstrap filter data as-

similation. Graphical results of the SenSim framework data assimilation and the bootstrap filter data as-

similation. From Case 1 to Case 5, (a1), (b1), (c1), (d1), (e1) are the real fires; (a2), (b2), (c2), (d2), (e2) 

are the simulated fires; (a3), (b3), (c3), (d3), (e3) are the data assimilation results of the bootstrap filter; 

(a4), (b4), (c4), (d4), (e4) are the data assimilation results of the SenSim framework. (In data assimilation 

results, the sensor reading improved fire fronts are in yellow; the real fire fronts are in blue; the simulated 

fire fronts are in red.) 
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 (a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c) Case 3 

     
 (a) Case 4 (b) Case 5  

 

Figure 5.3 Numerical results of the SenSim framework data assimilation and the bootstrap filter data as-

similation 

Data assimilation using the SenSim framework and the bootstrap framework are then per-

formed, and graphical results of fire states at 10800s for these five groups are displayed in Figure 

5.2.  

When the simulation model have only moderate errors (that is, Case 1), the SenSim 

framework and the bootstrap filter have comparable results. However, when the simulation error 

becomes significant, for example, the erroneous wind speed in Case 2 and wind direction in Case 

3, benefited by early usage of sensor readings, the SenSim framework achieves much better re-

sults than those of the bootstrap framework. Moreover, when a rare event happens (that is, the 

new ignited fire in Case 4), the bootstrap framework fails to estimate the new fire because in 

simulation model based system transition distribution, the probability of new ignited fires is very 

low.  

Case 5 shows the SenSim framework ability of solving the problems when initial condi-

tions are unknown. Without the initial ignition point, in most cases, DEVS-FIRE predicts this 

area as with no fire, and sensor readings cannot help to correct it by the bootstrap framework 

since it only selects good instances from DEVS-FIRE generated samples. On the contrary, the 
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initial fire location can be roughly estimated by sensor temperatures when using the SenSim 

framework, so as shown in Figure 5.2(e4), it still roughly tracks where the fire is. Numerical er-

rors displayed in Figure 5.3 also confirm the above facts. 

5.6 Case Study on Data Assimilation for Lane-Based Traffic Data Assimilation 

This section displays a case study on lane-based traffic system data assimilation. The per-

formed identical twin experiments use a micro-level traffic simulator as the simulation model. 

Both the bootstrap framework and the SenSim framework are employed to carry out experiments. 

Their experimental results are compared and analyzed.   

5.6.1 Experiment settings 

Similar to the case study of wildfire data assimilation, each element of a sensor moni-

tored spatial-temporal system (                 ) for MovSim is first constructed. 

The area    is defined as a segment of highway with a length of 1600 (m); state space   is 

defined as all possible states represented by vehicles on this highway, including the number of 

vehicles, their positions, velocities and accelerations.  

Transition function   is constructed using MovSim, artificially added accidents and ran-

dom moves. Given a current state, by a low probability (10% in this work), an accident is ran-

domly added; MovSim is then run for one step; all the vehicles on the road are then randomly 

moved to a close new locations as one piece.    

  returns the number, average velocity, and average acceleration of vehicles in the near 

100 (m);   contains 4 sensors, evenly deployed on this segment of highway, their monitored area 

is defined as a 100 (m) long segment. 

This highway segment is further divided into four sub-segments, and state distance    is 

defined as the sum of the vehicle density difference over all the sub-segments.    
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Different from the wildfire data assimilation,   here reports a vector of three variables, 

   then calculate the normalized difference on each dimension, and return the weighted average. 

The weights here reflect the importance of each variable, and 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 are chosen. As a 

result, vehicle numbers (with the weight of 0.5) is the most important observation, and the accel-

eration (with the weight of 0.2) is the least important one, and the velocity (with the weight of 

0.3) is the one in the middle. A sensor monitored spatial-temporal system for this traffic data as-

similation is displayed in Figure 5.4. 

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4

Sensors  (reporting [number of vehicles, average velocity, average acceleration] for a local area)

 

Figure 5.4 The setting of the lane-based traffic system data assimilation 

The local sensor proposal is then constructed for the whole segment given the simulation 

result of MovSim, and the observations on all sensors. It is constructed in the following two 

steps: 

1) Remove Accidents. For each sensor, if the average velocity is larger than 15m/s, and 

there is an accident in the sensor covered area, the accident is removed. 

2) Add Accidents. In the reverse order of traffic flow, if the average velocity of the cur-

rent sensor is lower than 8m/s, and there is no accident in the entire road segment, an 

accident is randomly placed from the left of the current sensor to the left of the senor 

on the right by a probability of 50%.  

As an identical twin experiment, the real system is a MovSim simulation of 1800 sec-

onds, where an accident is added at 250 seconds as the rare event of this system. The true states 
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at simulation time 180, 720, 1260 and 1800 seconds are shown in Figure 5.5. A stopped vehicle 

can be seen after 250 seconds. The vehicles on the left then become slower, and the left area has 

a significant larger density than the one on the right.  

The simulated system is also a MovSim simulation with the same settings, but without 

the accident. As a result, the simulated system has very different predicted behavior than the real 

system after 250 seconds as shown in Figure 5.6. All vehicles are with high velocities, and there 

is no traffic jam. 

at 180s

at 720s

at 1260s

at 1800s

vehicle velocity:

0 m/s 50 m/s
 

Figure 5.5 True states of the traffic system at 180s, 720s, 1260s and 1800s 

In the following data assimilation experiments, every 180 seconds, sensor readings from 

the real system are assimilated into the simulated system by the bootstrap filter and the proposed 

SenSim framework. The first goal is to improve the simulation results on vehicle density in all 

the sub-segments; a much harder micro-level goal is to estimate where the accident is. 
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at 180s

at 720s

at 1260s

at 1800s

vehicle velocity:

0 m/s 50 m/s
 

Figure 5.6 Simulated states of the traffic system at 180s, 720s, 1260s and 1800s 

5.6.2 Experiments on Vehicle Density Estimation 

Data assimilation experiments are performed to reduce the overall error of vehicle density 

on all the sub-segments. The bootstrap filter data assimilation is first carried out with 10, 40 and 

70 particles. Weighted average errors in each step of the particles are calculated and displayed in 

Figure 5.7. With 10 particles, the bootstrap filter achieved only limited improvement; with 40 

and 70 particles, it reduced the error level to the range of about in [0.05, 1] after 1080 seconds.  

SenSim data assimilation is then performed with the same amount of particles, and the 

corresponding numeric results are shown in Figure 5.8. All of them reduced the error level to 

[0.05, 1] after 720 seconds that is 360 seconds earlier than the bootstrap filter.  In Figure 5.9, 

Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, the errors are compared between the bootstrap filter and the SenSim 

method on particle numbers of 10, 40, and 70 respectively. It is obvious that the SenSim method 
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outperformed the bootstrap filter in each of the cases. All the numeric results are listed and com-

pared in Figure 5.12.  

 

Figure 5.7 Results of the bootstrap filter with different particle numbers 

 

Figure 5.8 Results of SemSim with different particle numbers 
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Figure 5.9 Comparisons between the bootstrap filter and SenSim (particle number = 10)  

 

Figure 5.10 Comparisons between the bootstrap filter and SenSim (particle number = 40) 

 

Figure 5.11 Comparisons between the bootstrap filter and SenSim (particle number = 70) 
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Figure 5.12 Numeric results of all data assimilation 

5.6.3 Experiments on Accident Location Estimation 

With the micro-level traffic simulation model MovSim, it is possible to estimate the 

events happened on individual vehicles, and data assimilation methods can be applied to improve 

the estimation. This ability is tested by estimating accident locations. In each step of the data as-

similation, a particle may have an estimated accident in its simulation. With the normalized im-

portance weight on each particle, a probability is then associated with a location. Probability 

maps of accident locations are then formed. From the same experiments in section 5.6.2, the ac-

cident probability maps at 180, 720, 1260 and 1800 seconds are displayed in Figure 5.12 for the 

bootstrap framework and Figure 5.13 for the SenSim framework, where the blue circle is the real 

location of the accident, and red circles indicate estimated accident locations. The diameter of a 

red circle is proportional to the normalized importance weight.  
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at 180s

at 720s

at 1260s

at 1800s

importance weight:

0.05 1
 

Figure 5.13 Bootstrap accident probability maps at 180s, 720s, 1260s and 1800s 

 

at 180s

at 720s

at 1260s

at 1800s

importance weight:

0.05 1
 

Figure 5.14 SenSim accident probability maps at 180s, 720s, 1260s and 1800s 
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The bootstrap filter simulates an accident only through the transition model, so accidents 

are added with a low probability; also, an accident is added randomly in the entire road, and it is 

then hard to be placed near the real accident location. As a result, at 720 seconds, only a few par-

ticles survive, expressing an estimated location about 100 meters away from the real location. At 

the same time, by the help of the local sensor proposal, more accidents are placed in the SenSim 

data assimilation, and it can be seen that many of them are around the true location. With more 

sensor data are assimilated, bootstrap particles slowly move to the real location, and in the last 

step, particles are closer to the real location but still away from it. On the other hand, SenSim 

particles show more accurate results, and they approach the real location from all directions. 

Most of the accident locations in particles are close to the real location in the last step.  
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6 MODELING SENSOR CORRELATION 

6.1 Bias Incurred by Uneven Deployed Sensors 

In a two dimensional area, close deployed sensors may have correlated sensor readings 

when their coverage overlaps. When sensors are unevenly deployed, ignoring the correlation 

may result into biased likelihood. Figure 6.1 shows an example. Each binary sensor covers a lo-

cal area, reporting 1 when one or more targets are detected; otherwise, a sensor reports 0. In the 

real case, there is only one real target, and the real position of the target is in the middle, no sen-

sor observes it, so sensor readings are           (from sensor 1 to sensor 4). In a simulation 

having a simulated target A, two sensors detect it, so the sensor readings are          . In 

another simulation, there is a simulated target B, only sensor 4 convers it, so the sensor readings 

are           . In Figure 6.1, the three targets are put in the same map, and it can be seen that 

they are on the same line, and the distance from target A to the real target is the same as the one 

from target B to the real target. In other words, the error level of target A is the same as the one 

of target B.  However, they receive very different sensor readings (i.e.,          , two of 

them are consistent with the real sensor readings;          , three of them are consistent with 

the real sensor readings ) . If certain observation distribution that ignore the sensor correlation, 

for example, having a likelihood proportional to the sum of all sensor readings that are consistent 

with the real sensor readings, the likelihood of simulated target A is then smaller than the likeli-

hood of the simulated target B. If a particle system uses this observation distribution to update 

importance weights, the particle with target B will have a larger chance to survive in a 

resampling step although they should have the same chance to survive, and a bias is then in-

curred. With the increase of deployment unevenness, the bias may become serious. In the same 

example, if another 3 sensors (e.g. sensor 5, 6 and 7) also cover target A but not the real target or 
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target B, target A will still have 2 consistent sensor readings (on sensor 3 and sensor 4), but tar-

get B will have 6 consistent sensor readings (sensor 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7). The likelihood of target 

B is then as 3 times much as the one of target A. In section 8.4, more examples of sensor correla-

tion incurred bias can be found in the wildfire data assimilation case study.  

Sensor 2

Sensor 1

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

The Real Target

Simulated Target B

Simulated Target A

 

Figure 6.1 Biased likelihood in target tracking  (Triangles are binary sensors; circles are the coverage sen-

sors; hexagons are targets) 

6.2 Correlation Estimation Model 

Sensor readings are usually modeled as a multivariate random variable. Their correlation 

then can be expressed by a covariance matrix                        , where k is the number of sen-

sors, and                .        is the correlation from the  -th sensor to the  -th sensor;    and 

   are the standard deviations of the  -th sensor and the  -th sensor. However, the true covariance 

matrix is often unknown. Each covariance is then estimated from a correlation model: 

                       (33) 
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where                is a spatial correlation estimation function,     is the Euclidean dis-

tance from the  -th sensor to the  -th sensor.      returns 1 when      , and returns 0 when 

     . Four families of correlation estimation functions are widely used as summarized in 

(Berger, Oliveira et al. 2001): 

Spherical functions: 

                      
  

   
 

  

   
    

 

  
   

              ,  (34) 

They produce 0 correlation when the distance of two sensors is larger than certain prede-

fined threshold. 

Power Exponential functions: 
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)
  

                     ,  (35) 

They can generate fast decreasing correlations. 

Rational Quadratic functions: 
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Matern functions: 
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)                      ,   (37) 

   
 is the modified Bessel function of order   . 

When performing data assimilation, a specific function is chosen based on the physical 

properties of sensor readings.  
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6.3 Model Sensor Reading Correlation in SenSim Framework 

Sensor correlation information is integrated into SenSim framework through its observa-

tion model as described in section 5.2. The difference vector between real sensor readings and 

simulated sensor readings is modeled as a multivariate Gaussian variable with zero mean and a 

covariance matrix: 

 (          
            . 

 A correlation function from section 6.2 is then used to estimate the covariance matrix  . 

After the correlation is roughly estimated, the remaining bias may become much smaller than the 

bias when considering sensor readings as uncorrelated. Examples of how the bias is reduced can 

be found in section 8.4. 

6.4 Influence of Sensor Spatial Correlation on Wildfire Data Assimilation 

To examine the influence for strong correlated sensor readings on data assimilation re-

sults, uneven sensor deployments are employed, and experiments are performed by the same 

SMC algorithm (the bootstrap framework), but with different covariance matrices. In each exper-

iment set, one experiment uses a diagonal covariance, and the other uses the proposed correlation 

model estimated covariance matrix.  

Fire state estimation experiments are firstly performed to show how the bias is incurred 

by the unevenly deployed sensors and how the correlation model helps to counter the bias. An-

other set of experiments estimate wind speeds and wind directions to directly compare the esti-

mated posterior distributions with the true values. Identical twin experiment method is employed 

again. To more clearly show the incurred bias, the resampling steps are skipped. 
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6.4.1 Influence on fire state estimates 

In this group of experiment, the fire area is with the size             , divided into 

        cells, and each cell is a         square. GIS and fuel inputs are the same one as in 

section 6.2. The fire is ignited at the middle point of this area.  

In the real fire, the wind speed is in the range of 82 m/s; in all the simulated fires, the er-

roneous wind speed is in the range of 62 m/s. After 3000 seconds of simulation, the simulated 

fire is away from the real fire as in Figure 6.2. With the erroneous smaller wind speed the simu-

lated fire is much smaller than the real fire. Starting from the results in Figure 6.2, data assimila-

tion is performed to improve the simulated fire.  

When sensors are highly unevenly deployed, SMC data assimilation may fail to improve 

the results. To test the hypothesis, two sensor deployments are employed. The first one is with 

regularly deployed 36 sensors (indicated by Regu36) as shown in Figure 6.3. The second one is 

with randomly deployed 50 sensors in a small area (indicated by Corr50) as shown in Figure 6.4.  

 

Figure 6.2 Real fire and simulated fire of spatial correlation experiment. The real fire front is shown in 

green, and the simulated fire front is shown in black. 
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Figure 6.3 Regularly deployed 36 sensors (Regu36) 

 

Figure 6.4 Random deployed 50 sensors in a small area (Corr50) 

The bootstrap framework is then used to assimilate sensor readings from the real fire to 

DEVS-FIRE fire spread simulation model respectively with Regu36 and Corr50, where a diago-

nal covariance matrix is employed. In both of them, the SMC algorithm assimilate sensor read-

ings from the real fire every 500 seconds. Figure 6.5(a) shows a typical result of SMC with Re-

gu36. At the same time, Figure 6.5(b) displays a biased final fire front produced by the PF with 

Corr50. In Figure 6.5(b), although on the right side of the final fire the error is very low, it has a 

much larger overall error compared with Figure 6.5(a). The biased observation of those 50 sen-

sors is the reason of this result. They are capable to let the SMC method to choose the particles 

with small error on the right side, but lose much global information.   
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 (a) (b) 

 

Figure 6.5 Fire fronts after data assimilation of spatial correlation experiments: (a) The PF results using 

sensor deployment Regu36;(b) The PF results using sensor deployment Corr50 (in each of them, the 

red line is the fire front produced by PF methods, the green line is the real fire front, the black 

line is the DEVS-FIRE simulated fire front with no data assimilation, gray points are sensors) 

A sensor deployment is combined from Regu36 and Corr50 as shown in Figure 6.6 de-

noted as Regu36Corr50. Sensors in this deployment are capable to observe the global fire, but at 

the same time the 50 highly correlated sensors also incur strong biased likelihoods. Two data as-

similation experiments are then performed, one of them considers all the sensors as independent 

(indicated as Independent PF) and the other uses the proposed correlation model to estimate the 

covariance matrix (indicated as Correlated PF).  

 

Figure 6.6 Regularly deployed 36 sensors and random deployed 50 sensors in a small area (Re-

gu36Corr50) 
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With Regu36Corr50, both Independent PF and Correlated PF are run for 30 times. Fig-

ure 6.7 displays the results of one of the executions. Compared with Figure 6.2, it is clear that 

both Correlated PF and Independent PF have better final fire fronts than the result of simulated 

fire. Furthermore, Independent PF is harmed by the bias incurred by those 50 densely deployed 

sensors. As a result, compared with the fire front of Correlated PF, it has less error on the right 

side, but has more error nearly at everywhere else.  

 

Figure 6.7 Estimated fire fronts with and without correlation model: real fire (as in green), Independent 

PF (as in red) and Correlated PF (as in blue) 

Errors of a fire is calculated by counting how many cells of a simulated fire are with dif-

ferent states of the corresponding cells in the real fire, i.e. it is the number of incorrect cells of a 

simulated fire. The average errors of Correlated PF, Independent PF and the simulated fire 

without data assimilation for of 30 runs are shown in Figure 6.8.  

Both Correlated PF and Independent PF achieve better result than the simulated fire. Al-

so, Correlated PF receives smaller errors than Independent PF in all the steps after step 2 since 

the bias incurred by the highly correlated 50 sensors is countered by the correlation model. It 

should be noted that Independent PF still has the ability to choose particles with lower errors 

than the one with no data assimilation, but with certain bias.  
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Figure 6.8 Error comparison among DEVS-FIRE, Independent PF and Correlated PF 

 

6.4.2 Estimation of wind speed and wind direction 

To more clearly show how the Correlated PF benefits importance weights of particles, 

the experiment to estimate the wind speed and wind direction is performed. The assumption of 

this experiment is: there is no noise in the system transition distribution, so the values of wind 

speed and wind direction on each particle do not change during the whole data assimilation pro-

cess. A sensor deployment is employed as shown in Figure 6.9, and experiments are carried out 

with both Independent PF and Correlated PF. In the real fire, wind speed is set as 5 m/s and 

wind direction is set as 270 degree. Each PF assimilates sensor data in every 1200 seconds, and 

the whole simulation is 9600 seconds. Also, to rule out the effect of random event, the same ran-

dom seed is used for both Independent PF and Correlated PF. 

In each experiment, the prior wind speed distribution is set as a uniform distribution from 

4.5 m/s to 6.5 m/s, and the prior wind direction distribution is set as a uniform distribution from 

265 degree to 275 degree. At the initial step, to obtain a particle, Independent PF and Correlated 

PF firstly draw samples from the prior wind speed and the wind direction distribution. 

Having obtained 50 particles, they start the PF simulation and assimilate sensor data eve-

ry 1200 seconds. After updating particle weights, the joint posterior distributions of the wind 
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speed and wind direction are changed in each time step. The corresponding marginal distribu-

tions represented by each of the 50 particles at step 5 are shown in Figure 6.10.  

 

 

Figure 6.9 Sensor deployment for wind speed and wind direction estimation 

 

Figure 6.10 The particle represented posterior distribution of wind speed and wind direction at time step 5 
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From Figure 6.10, it can be seen that the posterior distributions of both the wind speed 

and wind direction have approached to the real distributions of wind speed (5 m/s) and wind di-

rection (270 degree) after assimilating sensor data. Furthermore, for wind speed, it can be ob-

served that non-zero weight particles of Correlated PF have a range about from 4.8 m/s to 5.2 

m/s, and it is significantly smaller than the range of those of Independent PF that is about from 

4.5 m/s to 5.4 m/s. Also, those particles in Correlated PF have larger weights than those of Inde-

pendent PF when they are near the real value (5 m/s). Both the particle ranges and particle 

weights show that the posterior distribution produced by Correlated PF is closer to the real dis-

tribution than the one of Independent PF. Similar patterns were observed for the wind direction 

estimation results. Correlated PF has a better result than Independent PF because the bias in-

curred by unevenly deployed sensors is to some extent corrected by using sensor correlation in-

formation. 

In PF data assimilation for wildfire simulation, sensor measurement could be highly spa-

tially correlated, and they may in turn incur biased weights of particles and lower the correctness 

of the estimated distribution of system state. Experiment results demonstrate that after taking the 

sensor spatial correlation into consideration, the simulation error is further reduced.  
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7 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SMC DATA ASSIMILATION SOFTWARE 

PACKAGE 

This section introduces how a SMC data assimilation code library is created. This library con-

tains an extensible SMC data assimilation algorithm framework in which the implementation of 

each SMC component (e.g. the algorithms of sampling, weighing updating or resampling) can be 

easily upgraded and replaced (enabled by the strategy design pattern). It encapsulates SMC algo-

rithms, and separates them from specific data assimilation applications that may largely reduce 

the efforts required of performing data assimilation for a given simulation model. The SMC li-

brary connects to a specific simulation model through the adapter design pattern and the factory 

method design pattern. 

Identical twin experiments are widely used to test the effectiveness of data assimilation 

methods, and this library also contains a package supporting those experiments that operates 

simulation models and particle systems. 

7.1 The “SMC” package 

This package contains an abstract particle system including the following classes: Parti-

cle, AbstractState, SamplingStrategy, WeightUpdatingStrategy, ResamplingStrategy, Abstract-

ParticleSystem. 

A Particle object represents a particle in a SMC particle system. It contains an Ab-

stractState object and a weight.  

An AbstractState object represents a system state, and a sub-class extending Ab-

stractState contains a simulation model.  AbstractState and its sub-classes are then respectively 

the “adaptee” and “adaptors” of the adapter design pattern.  AbstractState has the following ab-

stract actions: 
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 Clone 

Input: current system state 

Output: a deep copy of the system state 

Description: this function is frequently used by this package to create particle systems, 

and perform resampling.  

 TransitionModel 

Input: current system state, samples for all random components 

Output: system state in the next step 

Description: it is the system transition function described in section 5.1, and it is complet-

ed by executing the simulation model in subtypes. 

 TransitionFunction 

Input: current system state 

Output: system state in the next step 

Description: it is also the system transition function, but does not take updated samples 

for random components. 

 MeasurementFunction 

Input: current system state, sensor locations 

Output: sensor readings 

Description: It contains the measurement function described in section 5.1, and applies 

the function on each sensor.  
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 MeasurementPdf 

Input: current system state, sensor readings 

Output: likelihood 

Description: it tells the probability density of observation distribution, and it can be im-

plemented by the method described in section 5.2. 

 Propose 

Input: current system state, sensor readings 

Output: a sample of the system state in the next time step 

Description: it finishes the sampling of a SMC method, and can be implemented by the 

SenSim proposal described in section 5.3. 

 DrawRandomComponentSample 

Input: current system state 

Output: samples for all random components 

Description: based on the current system state, it draws samples of the random compo-

nents. 

 Distance 

Input: current system state 1, current system state 2 

Output: a distance between current system state 1 and current system state 2 

Description: it tells the distance from two system states, and it is used to estimate density 

values in the weight updating step. 
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SamplingStrategy has a Sampling action; ResamplingStrategy has a Resampling action. 

Various sampling and resampling algorithms can be implemented and assembled into this 

framework as concrete strategies. In this library, a system transition sampling strategy, and a 

SenSim proposal based sampling strategy, and a systematic resampling strategy are implement-

ed. 

The WeightUpdatingStrategy class has already implemented the algorithm for normaliz-

ing importance weights given a collection of particle since it is the same for all strategies, and the 

action need to be implemented by sub-classes is: 

   UpdateWeights 

Input: a collection of particles, the current measurement, a SamplingStrategy object 

Output: a collection of updated particles 

Description: it finishes the weight updating step of a SMC method. In this library, a ker-

nel method based strategy and a likelihood based strategy are implemented.  

AbstractParticleSystem holds a collection of Particle objects, an object of SamplingStrat-

egy, an object of WeightUpdatingStrategy, and an object of ResamplingStrategy. A action per-

forming one step of SMC data assimilation is implemented: 

 UpdateParticles 

Input: the most recent sensor readings 

Output: updated particles  

Description: it uses the structure of Algorithm 1 described in section 3. With specific 

concrete strategies of sampling, weight updating and resampling, various 

types of SMC methods can be easily created, such as a bootstrap filter, or 

the proposed SenSim method.  
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The data structure of this “SMC” package is shown in Figure 4.1. Concrete strategies 

chosen for sampling, resampling and weight updating determines the algorithm used for SMC 

data assimilation. When observation data arrived, they update the collection of particles using the 

actions defined in AbstractState. Most of them are implemented by the simulation model associ-

ated with the “Adaptor”.  

Simulation ModelAdpator

SystamaticReampling

...

LikelihoodWeight KernelMethodWeight ...

PriorSampling

SenSimSampling

AbstractParticleSystem 

WeightUpdatingStrategy 

ResamplingStrategy

SamplingStrategy
Particles

P-NP-iP-1 ... ...

AbstractState-i Weight-i

...

 

Figure 7.1 Architecture of the “SMC” package 

7.2 The “Identical Twin Experiments” Package 

Test data assimilation methods with real systems could be difficult. First, the event in in-

terest may be very expensive to create, for example, a forest fire. The infrastructure bringing in 

real time sensor data could be also costly. If the real system is in a remote area, large amount of 

wireless sensors may need to be deployed. Identical twin experiments, as a much more afforda-

ble method, then are widely used to test the effectiveness of data assimilation methods. 

In the paradigm of identical twin experiment, a simulation is treated as the real system. 

Real time sensor data are then generated by this simulation. Artificial errors are then added to 

another simulation, for instance, it may use wrong initial inputs, model parameters, or different 

model structures. With the increase of error level, the results of the second simulation (i.e. the 
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“simulation model” in a data assimilation application) could be far from the ones of the first sim-

ulation (i.e. the “real system” in a data assimilation application). Since the “real system” here is a 

simulation, “real time” sensor data can be easily simulated. To test data assimilation methods, 

one then takes the simulated sensor data from the first simulation (the “real system”), and let the 

second simulation assimilate those data to observe if the discrepancy to the “real system” is re-

duced. 

Since identical twin experiments are important and widely used, a package (i.e. the “Iden-

tical Twin Experiments” package) is created to support them. Using this package, a user only 

needs to specify how the real system and simulated system are created. The package automatical-

ly finishes the rest of an identical twin experiment, such as collecting sensor data from real sys-

tem, creating particle systems, and calculating errors. 

The AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment class contains all the components of an identical 

twin experiment: a real system and a simulated system (both of them are in the type of Ab-

stractState), and an AbstractParticleSystem object representing the posterior distribution of the 

system state after data assimilation.   

After the real system and the simulated system are created, the particle system is con-

structed by cloning the simulated system   times (the number of particles), and this operation is 

supported by the “Clone” of AbstractState as described in section 7.1. Users run the experiment 

with step length, and step number. In each step, the package then according calculates observa-

tion data using  “MeasurementFunction” of AbstractState, performing data assimilation using 

“UpdateParticles” of AbstractParticleSystem, and calculating and compare errors from simulated 

system and data assimilated system to the real system using “Distance” of AbstractState. 
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However, as a generic identical twin experiment package, it does not have any 

knowledge of how to create real systems and the simulated systems, or the specific type of parti-

cle systems. The factory method design pattern is then applied to solve this problem. That is, 

CreateRealSystem, CreateRealSystem and CreateParticleSystem are defined in AbstractIdenti-

calTwinExperiment without implementations. A concrete sub class of AbstractIdenticalTwinEx-

periment overrides them to create those systems. The architecture of AbstractIdenticalTwinEx-

periment is displayed in Figure 7.2. 

AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment 

Real System 

in AbstractState

Simulated System 

in AbstractState

AbstractParticleSystem

ConcreteIdenticalTwinExperiment

<create> <create><create>

 

 Figure 7.2 Architecture of AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment 

7.3 Use the Library 

This code library hides most of implementations of SMC algorithm that may greatly re-

duce the work of applying SMC methods for given simulation models. For the users aiming at 

improving simulation results, given the simulation model, they need to  

1. Extend AbstractState and implement all the functions listed in section 7.1 based on 

the simulation model. 

2. Select concrete strategies for sampling, weight updating and resampling, and specify 

them when creating the particle system in CreateParticleSystem. 
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For data assimilation researchers, extended algorithms of each SMC component may be 

proposed. To integrate them into this library, they need to extend SamplingStrategy, 

WeightUpdatingStrategy, or ResamplingStrategy, and use them to create the particle system in 

CreateParticleSystem.  

7.4 Address Small Weight Problem 

When sensor numbers becomes high, a sensor reading difference vector based observa-

tion distribution easily has low probability density everywhere in the sample space. The same 

fact also holds true in transition distribution and proposal distribution. In the weight updating 

step, a particle then could receive a very small weight. It may not harm the theoretical SMC al-

gorithm, but it could be fatal in implementation.  

It is intuitive to use primitive floating-point variables to represent importance weights; 

however, they actually easily fail a SMC implementation. With the increase of system state di-

mensions or the number of sensors, the absolute values of true unnormalized importance weights 

could be extreme small; at the same time, a small weight could be still significant because it may 

still be a large one among all the particles. In other words, a particle with small unnormalized 

weight could have a large normalized weight. Unfortunately, when using floating-point varia-

bles, in most of programming languages, they become zero after they are smaller than the lower 

bounds. They then can never become significant even after a normalization step. When it hap-

pens, a SMC method usually fails to improve the simulation results.  

To solve this problem, a data type supporting extremely small values need to be em-

ployed, such as the BigDecimal in Java, or arbitrary precision types, such as string represented 

numbers. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

The developed SMC frameworks provide general and effective data assimilation solu-

tions for complex simulation models that are strong non-Gaussian, nonlinear, with no analytical 

expression or with high computation load. It may greatly contribute to the data assimilation for 

agent-based simulation models where overall system behavior are seldom expressed in analytical 

forms, and may also help the data assimilation in the area of “simulation models as services” 

where model access is limited.   

Using the develop algorithms and software package, performing data assimilation is 

largely simplified. Only a list of well-defined modules needs to be implemented. Instead of data 

assimilation focused, they are model-focused, such as the distance between two system states 

and the distance between two sensor readings, so they usually can be constructed in straightfor-

ward manners. At the same time, data assimilation algorithms, such as sampling, weight updat-

ing and resampling, are encapsulated and can be reused for difference applications. As a result, 

significant amount of efforts may be saved for users on creating the probability density functions 

when performing SMC data assimilation for specific applications. 

The proposed observation model is easy to construct since it requires only a measurement 

function, a sensor reading distance function and a covariance matrix. It also works for sensor 

readings in complex data structures. Normalized distances can be calculated on all variables, and 

combined using the weighted average method as shown in the traffic data assimilation case 

study. Sensor correlation is also integrated in the SenSim framework through the covariance ma-

trix. Using a well calibrated correlation estimation function, observation bias incurred by corre-

lated sensor readings may be significantly reduced.   
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8.2 Future Work 

Further research may apply the current methods to studying other interesting aspects. For 

example, with the ability to perform data assimilation on micro-level variables in the traffic sim-

ulation, dynamic observation from a single driver can be used as the observation data, and vastly 

improved system state predictions may then be generated inside an individual vehicle. If it be-

came true, in turn, it may significantly affect the individual behavior and finally the later overall 

system behavior. All these new topics deserve more research efforts.     

In the sampling step, sensor knowledge is introduced by the local sensor proposal distri-

bution. In general, based on the local sensor readings and the simulated local system state, it pro-

vides estimates of a local system state with high likelihoods. When likelihood dominates the op-

timal proposal distribution (for example, when rare events or peaked likelihood happens), those 

local states help generate good particles since they drive particles to high likelihood area. How-

ever, in some cases, they may deteriorate the particles, that is, they may produce particles with 

high likelihoods but finally insignificant importance weights. When it happens on a large number 

of particles, many sensor-affected particles may be eliminated in resampling steps, and the data 

assimilation method then downgrades to a bootstrap filter but with much fewer particles. To 

solve this problem and construct more effective sampling methods, more research is needed. 

The current measurement model is effective based on an assumption that, given a system 

state, a true sensor reading exists, and observed sensor readings are Gaussian distributed around 

the true reading. Although this assumption is sound in most of the applications, when it is violat-

ed, for instance, there are multiple true readings or observed sensor readings do not have a mean 

value at the true sensor readings, more advanced observation models need to be developed. 
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The developed methods may significantly reduce the number of particles required for ef-

fective data assimilation. However, when the computation load is extremely high, long computa-

tion time is still an issue. The proposed frameworks then need to be further extended to bring in 

computation parallelism. From the implementation aspect, the software package also needs to be 

upgraded to produce scalable solutions that automatically organize and utilize multi-threads, 

multi-cores, and distributed multi-machines to perform parallel data assimilation. 
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